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ABSTRACT 

The topic of this dissertation is the solidification of a binary melt. The investigation 

is separated into three portions: An experimental investigation on the NH4CI — H2O 

system; the development of a Cellular Automata code; and the development of a 

pair of coupled partial differential equations governing the evolution of an array of 

dendrites. Any necessary concepts are reviewed in the introduction. 

The experimental investigation focusses on the morphological transition from 

"slow" (100) dendrites to "fast" (111) dendrites. It is shown how the very com

plicated structures occuring during the transition actually have a simple explanation. 

The "slow-to-fast" transition has been previously investigated in the literature, and 

the relationships obtained in those studies can not account for the data collected in 

the present study. When "slow" dendrites are cooled into the "fast" regime, a curi

ous stagnation of growth has also been observed. Additionally, two mechanisms are 

proposed as possible contributions to the order-of-magnitude jump in speed at the 

slow-to-fast transition. One mechanism is that of a "herringbone structure", and the 

other is that of a vortical fluid flow occuring at the tip of the dendrite. A relationship 

is also found which further indicates the importance of fluid flow. 

The cellular automata model developed in this dissertation has proven to be a 

valuable tool in gaining insight into the solidification process. The simulated growth 

is governed predominantly by the diffusion of solute and the Gibbs-Thomson ef

fect. Solutal diffusion, is accurately treated, diffusing differently through liquid than 

through solid. The interface curvature is approximated using a template method, into 

which crystalline anisotropy has also been introduced. Several features were added to 

explore interface kinetics, solute partitioning, and fluid flow due to shrinkage. Simu

lations on a 100 X 100 system typically required less than a minute on a workstation, 

and only qualitative agreement with the experiments was sought. 
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The partial differential equations for the evolution of a growing array of dendrites 

are derived taking into account only diffusion. It is explicitly shown how the non-

conservative equations conserve all of the material in the solidifying system. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Historical Perspective 

The study of solidification has a long and diverse history, and is of key importance 

in every branch of materials science. The main champions of the field have been 

the metallurgists, and before them, the ceramists. With the development of new 

technologies, new fields have arisen, in which solidification once again plays a primary 

role, such as semiconductor/electronic materials and polymer science, as well as the 

pharmaceutical and food industries. 

In all of these fields, the use of model systems is necessary to facilitate the funda

mental study of solidification processes. One rather popular model system for such 

studies is that of Ammonium Choloride (NH^Cl) in water^ in which the solid NH4CI 

precipitates out of its aqueous solution. This system has been popular because the 

materials are readily available and the experiments are more easily performed and ob

served than in most other systems (see section 2.1). The crystallization, in addition to 

being beautiful to watch, is quite fascinating. The spectrum of morphologies/patterns 

and the dynamics giving rise to them are so diverse that one can quite easily believe 

oneself to be a pioneer exploring an undiscovered wonderland. This heis resulted in 

such unfortunate recent titles in the literature as "New Periodic Morphologies..." [54] 

and "New Experimental Findings..." [26] for studies which had been more carefully 

performed in works published decades earlier. 

The three most exacting studies found on the NH4CI — H2O system are^: 

^The crystallization in the NHtCl — H^O system is quite similar to that of austenitic steel [60] 
and is therefore of use to the metals industry. In addition to this system, there are a number of 
other very good model systems (including several organic systems such as the succinonitrile-acetone 
system), which are the systems of choice for studying metals. 

^The listed studies work with an approximately two-dimensional chamber geometry, which is 
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• P. P. Ewald's and A. Papapetrou's work culminating in Papapetrou's doctoral 

dissertation in "general science" in 1935 [49]; 

• D. D. Saratovkin's beautiful exposition, translated into English in 1959^, also 

serving as a full and critical bibliographic record of Russian work in metallurgy 

and solidification [60]; 

• Manfred Kahlweit's and Hans-Hermann Reimer's (as well as others) work cul

minating in Reimer's Doctoral dissertation in physical chemistry in 1974 [55]. 

As evidence of the general applicability of such research, the above three works alone 

span three different fields. Mechanical engineers, among others, are also working 

on this system in order to study the gravity-driven convection occuring in three-

dimensional systems. Yet more recently, the development of powerful theories to 

understand pattern formation from a unified perspective has attracted a large number 

of physicists and applied mathematicians to the NH^Cl — H2O system. 

Among these different fields, there is no uniformity in language or terminology. As 

a result, any special terms used in this work will be explicitly defined. More detailed 

treatments are available in any of the good introductory texts. One noteworthy 

example is the text of Wilfred Kurz and D. Fisher [39] which is accessible on many 

levels. In addition to this, [36] and [31] are quite encompassing, while [57] and [62] 

serve as very clear introductions written in layman's terms. 

1.2 An Overview of Solidification Models 

Experimental investigation of solidification can be very costly and time-intensive. 

Since such investigations are required to optimize the solidification processes and 

explained in section 2.1.2. Some excellent studies have been performed with fully three-dimensional 
geometries [30, 12, 14]. However, with such geometries, much of the behaviour of interest in this 
dissertation is not observed. 

^The translation is of the second edition, which was presumable written in 1954, judging by the 
dates of the cited pubhcations. 
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their final products, good analytical and numerical methods are desired to help reduce 

the time and cost of this optimization. In Chapter 3 of this dissertation, a cellular 

automata model for solidification is discussed, and in chapter 4 some PDE's are 

developed for the growth of a network of dendrites. There are, of course, many more 

analytical and numerical tools available, and a short list of references is given in this 

section. 

The varied approaches to modelling solidification have a rich history, and the main 

processes which are taken into account are difiusion as well as any reactions which 

may be taking place in the bulk phases or at the interfaces separating the phases. 

Even relatively simple systems can exhibit surprising behaviour. One of the earliest 

reported such phenomena is that of Liesegang rings [41], in which concentric rings of 

a new phase form in an originally homogeneous system as a result of reactions which 

take place as various materials diflFuse through the system. The rings are centered 

about a droplet of material added to the originally homogeneous system (e.g. a plate 

of agar gel, or a dish of quiescent liquid) and develop as the droplet and any reac

tion products diffuse outwards. An extensive treatment of similar phenomena in such 

"reactive-diffusive" systems is given by Kirkaldy et al. [37], encompassing a vast array 

of patterns formed in solidifying and already solid systems. These types of consider

ations should be recalled with the appearance of any regular patterns/oscillations in 

reactive-diffusive systems'^. 

One of the primary points of interest is the motion of the solid-liquid interface 

during solidification. For simple geometries, a thorough review of methods to treat 

the shape, speed, and stability of sharp interfaces is given by Langer [40]. This work 

is extended for arrays of dendrites in Warren's dissertation [66]. One attempt to 

efficiently compute the motion of such interfaces has been to stipulate that diffusion 

occur only within a thin boundary layer ahead of the interface. This method is called 

••in addition to their occurrence in solidification (as seen in tliis work, [15], and [65]), a wealth of 
such phenomena arises in chemical eind biological systems. 
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the "Boundary Layer Method" (BLM) [3], and its approximation becomes better 

justified with increasing interface speed. Another approach, called the "level set ap

proach" [46], follows a continuous field variable (i.e. a field, such as concentration, 

which takes on real values as opposed to discrete values) and defines the "interface" 

as the set of all points having a certain value of this variable (i.e. the "level set" with 

this certain value). Many times, approximate rules governing the local behaviour of 

the level sets caji be derived, and then applied to yield the evolution of the entire sys

tem. Such continuous phase variables have also been employed in studying interfacial 

attachment kinetics [10]. 

Another method, which defines the interface as a certain level set of a real-vzJued 

field, is called the "Phase-field Method" [67, 25]. This field describes the phase, in 

which the system finds itself at a given point in space, and is of course called the 

"phase-field". It typically takes on values between 0.0 and 1.0. In this method, the 

system's total energy is written as the integral of an energy functional over the entire 

spatial domain. This energy functional approximates the contribution to the total en

ergy of an infinitesimal element of the system, and is often called a Ginzburg-Landau 

functional. The local behaviour of any fields, which enter into the calculation of the 

total system energy®, is obtained by assuming that the fields will change locally to 

minimize their contribution to this total energy. Such considerations yield a (cou

pled) set of partial differential equations governing the evolution of the different fields, 

which can then be solved numerically. A similar approach has been taken by Almgren 

[1], in which the system is propagated in such a way that, of all the configurations 

possible at the next timestep, the one configuration is chosen, which minimizes the 

total energy of the system. 

To investigate the interface at a molecular level, two methods stand out. The first 

®For example, the phase-field contributes to the totJil system energy, in that the different phases 
have different thermodynamic energies, and also the interface between two phases has an interfacial 
energy associated with it. 
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is a Monte Carlo approach (Gilmer and Jackson in [34]), which evolves a very simple 

model many times over, and relies on the statistics of large ensembles to converge 

to values describing the properties of interest. The simple model is usually a block 

lattice, similar to the one described in section 1.3. The second method is that of 

molecular dynamics, in which atomic and molecular interactions are governed by 

approximate potential functions. At each timestep, a given particle moves according 

to the net force exerted on it by the rest of the system. Such models do not restrict 

the particle positions to fixed lattice sites. As a result, the importance of both strain 

and bond distortion at the interface becomes apparent. 

1.3 Basic Physical Concepts 

When two substances are mixed together, they form a binary system. This system 

(mixture) takes on different forms (i.e. exists in different phases) depending on both 

its composition and its temperature. This dependence is typically quantified with the 

use of a phase diagram. The system to be studied in the experimental portion of this 

dissertation is that of NH^Cl — H2O, which for the temperatures and concentrations 

of interest in this study®, is described by a simple binary eutectic^ phase diagram 

(Fig. 1.1). The phase diagram of Fig. 1.1 is a compilation of data taken from the 

literature [58, 23, 18, 63, 35, 53, 56], and indicates the phases which will exist once a 

solution of given concentration, at a given temperature, is allowed to fully equilibrate. 

Since, in this study, only solutions richer in NH^Cl than the eutectic concentration® 

are considered, the regions of interest are the "all liquid" and "solid NH^Cl + liquid" 

regions. In the figure, these regions are separated by the line ae, which is called the 

"liquidus line". The liquidus line therefore shows the liquidus concentration Ci at a 

®Crystalline transformations of solid NH^Cl occur at -30.5°C [23] and 184.5°C [18], while a 
number of transformations occur in the structure of ice. None of these play any role in this study. 

^ "Eutectic" is the Greek word for "lowest melting". 
®i.e. concentrations to the left of point e in Fig. 1.1, where the point e represents the eutectic 

("lowest melting") point. 
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given temperatxire. At the specified temperature, for solutions richer in saJt than Ci, 

it will be favorable for solid to precipitate out of solution. For solutions richer in water 

than Ci, it will be favorable for solid salt to go back into solution. Preparing a solution 

of concentration Co with an initial temperature above the liquidus line {{Co, Timt) in 

Fig. 1.1), ensures that the system begins entirely as Uquid. Lowering the temperature 

of this liquid to To, places the system at the intersection of the two dashed lines of 

{Co, To). For this system to come to equilibrium, a weight fraction of pure solid ° 

must precipitate from the supersaturated solution. This leaves the remaining liquid 

component with a concentration C/ more depleted of salt (or equivalently, richer in 

water) than the original concentration Co- The weight fraction of salt, which will 

precipitate from the solution, serves as a good measure of the driving force for the 

system to solidify and is called the dimensionless supersaturation, or more simply, 

the supersaturation TT 

"'-cT 

This supersaturation can take on values between 0.0 and 1.0. Values near 0.0 indicate 

a very small driving force for solidification (i.e. a very small departure from the 

liquidus line), whereas a value of 1.0 indicates that the entire system will turn to 

solid (this is the case for the solidification of a pure material.). Even while growth 

is still in progress (i.e. well before the system has fully equilibrated), the solution 

concentration at the solid-liquid interface is taken to be C/. The true driving force 

for solidification, therefore, depends on the concentration gradient at the interface. 

However, since the local gradient is determined by the difference between Ci at the 

interface, and the concentration in the solution immediately ahead of the interface, 

it will facilitate further discussion to say that the driving force is determined by the 

local supersaturation directly ahead of the interface. 

A simplifying feature of the phase diagram in Fig. 1.1 is the absence of both 
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"intermediate phases" and "solid solution". In the presence of either of these, water 

is incorporated into the growing solid. Formation of an intermediate phase simply 

means that in addition to pure solid NH4CI and pure solid H2O, there exists an 

additional chemically stable solid which can form as a combination of both NH^Cl 

and H2O (e.g. NH4Cl{H20)2 or {NH4Cl)2{H20)z)- Such compounds would be 

called hydrates, but no reports of such NH4CI hydrates have been found in the 

literature. Solid solution would also incorporate solute {H2O) into the growing solid. 

In this case, however, the H2O would enter the NH^Cl lattice as an impurity. Since 

such an incorporation requires a large amount of energy to distort the ionic lattice, 

this solid solution is not expected for the relatively small supersaturations explored 

in this study. For these small supersaturations, again, no evidence of significant 

solid solution has been found in the literature. In any solid grown from solution, 

there will of course always be infinitesimal amounts of solute/impurity, however these 

amounts have a negligible effect on the growth being studied here. As a result of these 

considerations, the solidifying NH4CI of this study will be considered to completely 

reject water ahead of the growing interface. This rejected water at the interface will 

frequently be referred to as the "solute blanket" and is carried away from the interface 

via the chemical diffusion occuring in the liquid. 

At this point, two topics merit further discussion. These are interface stability 

[47] and interface kinetics [29]. Interface kinetics deals with the actual molecular 

attachment at the growing interface®, while interface stability treats the macroscopic 

shape of the interface, adopted to better grow past the blanket of rejected solute. One 

of the key concepts in treating interface stability is that of surface energy. The basic 

idea here, is that from the point of view of a molecule, the occupation of an interfacial 

lattice site is energetically less favorable than the occupation of a lattice site deep 

within the bulk of the solid. The more bonds (to solid neighbors) an unoccupied site 

can offer, the more energetically favorable it will be for a molecule to occupy this 

^Surface difiiision is being neglected. 
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site'^®. Some examples are shown on a block lattice to illustrate this idea (Fig. 1.2) 

[2]. 

a) b) c) 

FIGURE 1.2. A block lattice to heuristically illustrate how higher (positive) interfacial 
curvature corresponds to less favorable attachment: (a) zero curvature; (b) negative 
curvature; (c) positive curvature. 

It can be seen that convex (negative curvature) surfaces offer sites more favorable 

for solidification than those offered^by a flat interface, while concave (positive curva

ture) surfaces offer less favorable sites. This phenomenon is described by the Gibbs-

Thomson effect (Eq. 3.3). 

As was discussed earlier, a growing surface of NH^Cl rejects water ahead of it

self, which then diffuses away. Therefore, far ahead of the interface (where the local 

concentration is still approximately Co), TT « . Approaching the interface, the 

local supersaturation decreases. At the interface itself (where the local concentration 

is taken to be C/), TT « = 0. This means that well ahead of the interface, the 

conditions for growth are much more favorable than at the interface itself. A disad

vantage of the solid growing as a flat interface is that a large solute blanket will always 

separate the growing interface from the region of more favorable growth because H2O 

is continually being rejected ahead of this flat interface. Clearly, one way to access 

^°The energy required for the bond distortion occuring at an interface plays a very important role, 
but does not add to this heuristic treatment. 
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the more saturated solution is for the solid to grow in the form of thin needles, or 

"dendrites" which can penetrate the solute blanket. Such finer structures, how

ever, require a greater driving force to grow, due to the higher curvature at their tips. 

As a result, for very small supersaturations (small driving forces), planar interfaces 

are the stable form of growth. With increasing supersaturation, a flat interface will 

become unstable, and dendrites will grow. Surface tension serves to help maintain 

flat interfaces, since it tends to suppress any positive curvature features which would 

otherwise grow in response to the solute blanket. The dendrites, of course, reject 

H2O as they grow and therefore have a surrounding diflfusion field of their own. A 

good approximate measure of the extent of this diffusion field ahead of the tip is the 

diffusion length lo = D/v, where D is the chemical diffusivity of the system, and 

V is the growth speed of the dendrite. In other systems, extremely strong driving 

forces have been explored in "rapid solidification" experiments [5, 6, 61]. In these 

experiments, solute seems to be readily incorporated into the solidifying material. 

Since there is no longer a "solute blanket" impeding growth, planar interfaces once 

again become stable. This stability occuring at such high supersaturations is called 

"absolute stability" [4]. 

To discuss interface kinetics, the block lattice of Fig. 1.2 will again be considered. 

A molecule occupying a lattice position on a perfectly flat interface (Fig. 1.3a to Fig. 

1.3b) is less energetically favorable than the occupation of the same position if one 

of the neighboring sites is already filled (Fig. 1.3b to Fig. 1.3c). This is because 

in the second case, the attaching molecule is bound more tightly due to the greater 

number of bonds/neighbors. Such favorable sites will be referred to as "kink sites". 

At very small supersaturations, there is only a small driving force for salt molecules 

in solution to attach to a flat interface. As a result, the rate of attachment to a flat 

^^The word dendrite means "tree-like" in Greek, which is appropriate, since dendritic growth 
czin indeed have a tree-like structure. The topic of "cellular growth", which occurs at the onset 
of instability of a flat interface, is omitted from this description. Such growth is best observed in 
directional solidification experiments [64]. 
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a) b) c) 

FIGURE 1.3. A block lattice exhibiting interface attachment onto a (10) lattice 
plane. The change from (a) to (b) exhibits attachment onto a molecularly smooth 
plane, while the change from (b) to (c) demonstrates attachment at a "kink" site. 

interface (Fig. 1.3a to Fig. 1.3b) is only slightly greater than the rate of detachment 

of a "just-attached" molecule^^ (Fig. 1.3b to Fig. 1.3a). At a kink site (Fig. 1.3b), 

there is a greater difference between the rates of attachment (Fig. 1.3b to Fig. 1.3c) 

and detachment (Fig. 1.3c to Fig. 1.3b), since a molecule is less likely to go back into 

solution once it has attached at the energetically more favorable kink site. Therefore 

to actually initiate growth on a perfectly flat interface at small supersaturations 

requires a relatively long time, whereas, once a liable cluster of molecules has formed 

on the previously unoccupied plane, the lateral growth of the new plane can proceed 

relatively quickly via the addition of molecules at the kink sites. In the literature, 

the initial formation of such a cluster is referred to as 2D nucleation, and the growth 

at the kink sites is referred to as lateral growth. 

At small supersaturations, the slow 2D nucleation step can serve as the rate-

limiting step in the growth process, which is then called kinetically limited growth. 

The liquid-solid interface in this case will, in general, correspond to crystalline planes 

or facets. As a result, this growth is also referred to as faceted growth. For greater 

supersaturations, the attachment rate is increasingly larger than the rate of detach-

TT = 0 these rates are equal. 
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ment. This results in an abundance of nuclei, as well as their accompanying kink 

sites. For high enough supersaturations, when none of the crystalline planes form 

facets, the limitation to growth is the rate at which salt can reach the interface via 

diffusion. This is called diffusion limited growth. Since the interface now consists of 

many majiy nucleation sites piled up on top of each other, this growth is called rough 

growth. Acting to counter such a roughening is the thermally excited migration of 

the surface atoms from site to site during the process of surface diffusion. In the 

course of this process, the surface atoms are better able to find and settle into the 

more favorable kink sites, serving to encourage faceted growth. Due to the greater 

surface mobility at higher temperatures, one expects larger supersaturations to be 

necessary in order to achieve this roughening or rough growth. Reference to such 

considerations is made in section 2.2 with reference to Figs. 2.4 and 2.22. 

The transition from faceted to rough growth is called the roughening transition. 

When viewing the growth at a macroscopic level, the term "rough growth" can be 

deceiving. Rough interfaces at a macroscopic level appear very smooth, whereas the 

vertices joining faceted faces can make a faceted interface seem rather rough and 

ridged [28]. 

The different crystalline faces are categorized according to their indices, as defined 

by the directions of the unit cell of the underlying crystalline lattice. In the case of a 

cubic lattice (as with NH^Cl), this unit cell is a cube, and defines three orthogonal 

vectors, (0,0,1), (0,1,0), and (1,0,0) called the basis vectors with indices [001], [010], 

and [100] respectively. To describe a body diagonal of the unit cube in terms of its 

coordinates, one could choose the vector (1,1,1) (with indices [111])- Similarly, for 

a face diagonal, one could write (1,1,0), (0,1,1), (1,0,1), etc. Crystalline planes are 

described in a similar fashion^^. For example: a plane perpendicular to the (1,0,0) 

direction has the indices (100); a plane perpendicular to the above body diagonal 

has the indices (111); etc. To describe a family of equivalent directions, one uses 

^^Considering planes with indices higher than unity requires a more general discussion. 
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angular brackets, whereas to describe a family of equivalent planes, one uses curly 

brackets. For example: the family of planes perpendicular to the body diagonals 

(i.e. the (111) directions) is denoted by {111}; the family of planes perpendicular to 

the basis directions (i.e. the (100) directions) is denoted by {100}; and the family 

of planes perpendicular to the face diagonals (i.e. the (110) directions) is denoted 

by {110}. These three sets of planes have the lowest indices and play the strongest 

role in determining the shapes and directions of the resulting growth. The paper 

of G. H. Gilmer and K. A. Jackson in [34] does a very good job of describing how 

diflFerent crystalline faces roughen at different supersaturations, as well as how their 

growth velocities increase with increasing supersaturation. At a macroscopic level, 

the slowest growing crystalline faces serve to constrain growth. As a result, the growth 

of dendrites will be in the directions perpendicular to the fastest growing planes (e.g. 

if the {111} planes are fastest growing, then the dendrites will grow in the (111) 

directions). When discussing 2-dimensional models of growth (as in figures 1.2 and 

1.3), this same notation is used, however, only two indices will be required. As an 

example, the flat interface shown in figure 1.3a is a (10) plane, and is growing in the 

[10] direction. 

The lowest index faceshave the closest interplanar spacing. As a result, one 

expects an attaching atom to bind more tightly to a lower index face than to a higher 

index face. This results in the attaching atom "sticking" in place better (as opposed 

to detaching or diffusing along the interface to find a kink site) on lower index faces. 

This implies that with increasing supersaturation, the faces with increasing index will 

roughen in turn, beginning with the lowest index faces. One therefore expects the 

{100} faces to roughen first with increasing supersaturation, followed by the {110} 

faces, followed by the {111} faces, and so on. In the NH4CI — H2O system, these 

faces are all expected to roughen at very small supersaturations. The above concepts 

will be required in chapters 2 and 3. For a more quantitative discussion of the topics 

^••{100} cire the lowest index faces, {110} the next lowest, {111} the next lowest, etc.. 
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of kinetics and roughening, the papers of J. Garside and Gihner in [34], as well as the 

book by Barabasi [2], are strongly recommended. 

Once a dendritic pattern has grown as described above, the system will not yet 

have reached equilibrium. In order to reach a minimum in energy, the system must 

minimize its total surface energy and hence its total surface area. This is accomplished 

as the material of the fine (high curvature) features goes back into solution and 

redeposits on surfaces of lower curvature. The end result is that the larger panicles 

and cocirser features grow at the expense of the smaller particles and finer features. 

This process is known as "coarsening" or "Ostwald ripening". One of the trademarks 

of a coarsening dendrite is the phenomenon called "necking". This occurs when the 

sidebranches form "necks" at their bases and eventually pinch off from the primary 

dendrite. The coarsening in the NH^Cl — H2O system has been studied by a number 

of researchers including Kahlweit [32]. 
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Chapter 2 

SOLIDIFICATION OF NH^Cl{aq) -
EXPERIMENT 

2.1 The Chemical System and Experimental Apparatus 

The experiments to be discussed involve the solidification of NH4CI from aqueous 

solution. The observations served as motivation for the computational and theoretical 

models described in the next two chapters. Background information for this and the 

following two chapters is contained in the introduction. 

2.1.1 The System 

The system under study was the NH^Cl—H^O system which is very well described by 

the binary eutectic system of Fig. 1.1. This "equilibrium phase diagram" shows that 

no solid NH4CI, at equilibrium with the surrounding aqueous solution, can contain 

a significant amount of H2O (i.e. there is no solid solution at equilibrium) ̂  This 

system was chosen for a number of reasons: 

• The materials are cheap, safe, and accessible. 

• The studies can take place at room temperature ±30°C. 

• The growth can be easily observed. Since all of the occuring phases (solid 

NH4CI and the surrounding aqueous solution) are optically transparent^, the 

^Since the crystals are not being observed at equilibrium (at equilibrium, there is no growth or 
change in the sytem), strict adherence to the equilibrium phase diagram should not be expected. 
Indeed, at very high driving forces and growth velocities, deviations can be significant. However, 
the driving forces and velocities of this study are not expected to result in large deviations from 
equilibrium. As a result, whenever any numerical values are required in this dissertation, strict 
adherence to the equilibrium phase diagram is assimaed. 

^This is not the case in a solidifying metal or alloy. In that case both the liquid and solid phases 
are optically opaque. In fact, for this system, the difference in refractive index between the solid 
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system can be clearly viewed under a microscope. 

• The system has been heavily studied in the literature. 

• The growth exhibits interesting and unexpected behaviour, some of which has 

been documented in the literature and some of which has not. 

2.1.2 The Apparatus 

The apparatus to be described was designed and built by Glen Galloway for the 

Arizona Applied Mathematics Laboratory, improving on designs described in the 

published literature [54]^. The system is pictured in Figures 2.2 and 2.1. All of the 

A3 

A4 

A2 
A 

FIGURE 2.1. A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. 

observations took place with the aid of an optical microscope (Fig. 2.IB). The region 

NH4CI and its surrounding solution zdlows both phases to be viewed using standard dark field 
microscopy. 

^ Other researchers [44, 38] have used interferometric techniques in order to obtain information 
on the local concentration of the salt solution. 
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FIGURE 2.2. A labeled image of the experimental system. 
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of observation can be considered to be reasonably two-dimensional'*. It consisted of a 

4 fil droplet of aqueous NH4CI solution sandwiched between two transparent plates. 

The bottom plate was 2 mm thick glass with a mirrored backcoating, while the top 

plate was a 1mm thick glass window. The region between these two plates will be 

referred to as the "chamber". The chamber height was determined by a 50.8 fim mylar 

spacer. This arrangement left a flattened drop with a very consistent cross section 

(when looked at from above) of approximately 80 mm^ or an approximately circular 

cross section with an average diameter of ~ 10 mm. The chamber was not sealed, 

making evaporation of water a potential concern; however, for the short duration of 

the experiments, the effect on the solution concentration was negligible. 

An aluminum block (Fig. 2.1A2) was used to smooth out the temperature field 

dictated by a Peltier device (shaded portion of Fig. 2.1A1), which acted as a bidirec

tional heat pump. This Peltier device was capable of driving the system ±30°C of the 

temperature of a thermal bath, to which it was coupled by the flow of a liquid coolant. 

To ensure good thermal coupling between the backmirrored glass plate (Fig. 2.1 A3) 

and the aluminum block, these two components were joined using silicone grease. 

This entire liquid-cooled assembly (Fig. 2.1 A) was then mounted on a translating 

stage to facilitate viewing under the microscope. The temperature was monitored 

by a single integrated circuit semiconductor temperature sensor° mounted on the top 

surface of the backsilvered glass plate (~ 1.5 cm from the center of the droplet being 

observed). In addition to monitoring the temperature, the thermocouple served as 

input to a simple circuit® which brought the system to, and then maintained, the 

desired temperature. A top view of the experimental system is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

Extending above the aluminum block to encompeiss both transparent plates was 

a clear plastic housing^. This housing served to isolate the system from the warm 

••The true three-dimensionality of the chamber becomes more important at high supersatnrations. 
®For simplicity, this sensor will be referred to as a "thermocouple". 
®an electronic proportional feedback thermostat 
^referred to as the "plexiglas housing" in Fig. 2.2 
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and humid ambient air. If desired, flows of dry N2 gas could be channeled into, as 

well as above, the housing to prevent condensation of moisture on either the top glass 

window or the clear top of the housing (Fig. 2.1A4). Such a condensate or "fog" 

made viewing impossible. The dry N2 gas was used sparingly and was only necessary 

for the colder temperatures (< 6°C). 

FIGURE 2.3. An image of the LED ring can actually be seen when observing large 
smooth features (e.g. air bubbles or broad dendrite tips). 

The lighting for the system was supplied from above by a ring of 12 red Light 

Emitting Diodes (LED's), the image of which can actually be seen in large, smooth 

features such as slowly growing needle tips and air bubbles (Fig. 2.3) (the reflection 

of three of the LED's can be seen in the mirrored glass plate in Fig. 2.2.). Due to 

their narrow band of wavelengths, and the miniscule amount of heat generated, the 
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LED's served as an excellent light source. 

Two magnifications were used, "low power" ~ 50X and "high power" ~ 200X, 

with respective theoretical video resolutions of ~ 4^j and ~ To facilitate the 

viewing and data collection, a CCD camera was placed at the eyepiece and connected 

to a video monitor for real time viewing as well as to a video cassette recorder (VCR) 

for storage of the footage on regular VHS tape at 30 frames/sec. The signal also went 

to a computer to allow for immediate digitization, although digitization was usually 

performed using a frozen frame of the recorded footage as a source. 

The NH4CI (aq) solution was freshly prepared before performing any runs. The 

basic procedure was to weigh out the appropriate amount of NH4CI (99.50% purity) 

to achieve the desired concentration upon addition of 10 ml of distilled deionized H2O. 

The concentrations worked with were 25, 26, 27, and 28 percent NH^Cl by weight 

(wt %). Once the solution was prepared, 4 fil were taken out with a micropipette, 

placed onto the well-cleaned glass, and quickly covered by the top glass window. Care 

was taken to avoid contact with the mylar spacer. In addition to using a relatively 

large droplet, and quickly covering it with the glass, the bottle of solution was kept 

sealed to further avoid evaporation. Once the droplet was covered, it was cooled to 

the desired temperature and then nucleated. This nucleation was achieved by opening 

the plastic housing and either gently tapping, or firmly pressing on the glass window 

with pointed objects of either wood, glass, or metal®. For the colder temperatures, 

this step had to be performed quickly before the system warmed or before "fog" began 

to develop to any significant degree. 

Concentrations above 28 wt% were not used because it was too difficult to keep 

the nuclei from forming when transfering and covering the droplet®. Concentrations 

^Nucleating the system was actually far more involved than expected. In fact, certain methods 
of "tapping" or pressing on the top glass, as well as certain sounds, were fcir more effective than 
others. The process had actually developed into more of an art! 

®In an attempt to avoid this, both solution and stage were heated above Ci, but this resulted in 
an undesirable amount of evaporation. 
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below 25 wt% were also not used, because cold enough temperatures could not be 

achieved to observe all of the desired phenomena. The longest time required to reach 

the desired temperature was approximately 3 minutes and this was for the lowest 

investigated temperatures of ~ —5°C. It should be emphasized that when obtaining 

data points, only nms were used, in which nucleation, and hence growth, did not take 

place until the system had reached its final temperature. 

2.2 Results 

In this section, the solidification observed in the experiments will be described and two 

mechanisms occuring during the dendritic growth will be proposed. One mechanism 

is structural and takes the form of a herringbone substructure of the actual dendrite 

bodies. The other mechanism is a vortical flow of the fluid near the tip of a growing 

dendrite. 

To facilitate the discussion, several terms will now be defined. This will also en

sure that there is no confusion with similar terms used in the solidification literature. 

The first terminology to be introduced is that of "slow" and "fast" dendrites. These 

terms are first encountered in Kahlweit's early publications [33], in which two dis

tinctly diflerent types of dendritic growth are observed. There should be no confusion 

between the "fast" growth discussed in this context and "rapid solidification" (Sec. 

1.3); these are two very different phenomena. It is proposed here that the "fast" 

dendrites grow in the form of very tightly spaced plates, between which solute rich 

fiuid is contained. This containment is at times referred to as solute "entrainment" 

and is not to be confused with the solute trapping associated with rapid solidification. 

The plate structure is referred to as a "herringbone" structure. 

In the transition from "slow" to "fast" dendrites (called the slow-to-fast transi

tion), the growth finds itself oscillating between different preferred growth directions. 

This state is referred to as "frustrated" growth, or "frustration". An extreme case 
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of this fhistration occurs at high supersaturations and results in only very little no

ticeable growth. The resulting solid which does not grow despite the presence of a 

high driving force for growth will be referred to as "stagnant" solid, or as being in a 

"stagnant" state. 

2.2.1 An Overview of the Growth 

To better illuminate the presentation of the findings and their discussion, a typi

cal experimental run of the type which motivated the entire study will now be de

scribed. Looking at the phase diagrams in both Fig. 1.1 and Fig. 2.4, the 

all liquid 

30.0 

10.0 
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70.0 80.0 
concentration (wt% H2O) 

FIGURE 2.4. Four distinct types of growth are observed depending on the system 
supersaturation. It should be noted that the delimiting supersaturations TTJ/I vary as a 
function of temperature as shown in table 2.1, and that a straight line approximation 
is used for the liquidus line. Some characteristic examples are shown in Figs. 2.5-2.8. 
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FIGURE 2.5. Examples of growth, characteristic of region I of Fig. 2.4. 
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FIGURE 2.6. Examples of growth, characteristic of region II of Fig. 2.4. 
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A) b) 

FIGURE 2.7. Examples of gro\S'th, characteristic of region III of Fig. 2.4. A time 
sequence of the growth in a) is shown in Fig. 2.9. Only a few of the dendrites in c) 
can be in the focal plane at once, maJdng it difficult to capture a clear image. A time 
sequence of growth similar to that leading to the array pictured in c) is shown in Fig. 
2.14. 
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FIGURE 2.8. Examples of growth, characteristic of region IV of Fig. 2 
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system is prepared with a concentration Co richer in salt than the eutectic con

centration. As a result, upon cooling below the liquidus line, solid salt crystals 

precipitate from the solution. At very small imdercoolings (i.e. very near the liq

uidus line in region I), the crystals take on forms ranging from nearly spherical 

shapes with some flattening where the equilibrium faces should occur (Fig. 2.5a 

and c), to shapes with yet more flattening (Fig. 2.5b). [55, 17, 49] At greater under

coolings (region II), smooth dendrites grow with constant growth velocities [11, 55] 

and a regular sidebranch spacing [49]. Ahead of the dendrites, water (solute) is re

jected by the growing salt, and this solute concentration field can be characterized 

in terms of a concentration decay length referred to as the diffusion length lo = D/v 

(D 2 X 10 /sec,v « .00lcm/sec,=^ D/v « 200//m) [44], where D is the 

chemical diffusivity and v is the speed of growth. As a result, as the dendrite comes 

within distances ~ lo of either the air-liquid boundary or other dendrites, the growth 

velocity slows and the dendrite stops well ahead of the obstacle. Up to this point, 

the system behaves as one would expect. 

As the system is cooled further (region III), there occurs a transition in the growth 

behaviour accompanied by some unexpected observations. In principle, with increas

ing undercooling (corresponding to an increasing driving force for growth), one ex

pects the growth velocity of the dendrite to steadily increase and the radius of curva

ture of the tip to steadily decrease. This behaviour is indeed observed, but begins to 

break down in this transition temperature range (region III). In fact, upon cooling the 

system into and beyond the transition region, the dendritic growth velocity actually 

decreases with an accompanying increase in the tip radius. This increase in radius 

can and will become quite extreme, climaxing in the tip blossoming or erupting into 

a structure resembling a head of cauliflower [11] (Fig. 2.7b). This bulbous structure 

can either continue to grow, forming an array of dendrites in a series of tip splittings 

(Fig. 2.7c), or it can actually cease to grow and remain motionless in a seemingly 
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stagnant state^°. 

Beyond this transitional region, the stable form of growth is again dendritic (region 

rV). However, in this regime, both the appearance and behaviour of the dendrites 

are quite different from the "normal" dendrites discussed above. The most marked 

difference is in the growth velocity. In cooling from region II to region IV, there 

is a discontinuous order of magnitude increase or "jump" in growth velocity of the 

region IV dendrites over that of the region II dendrites. In light of this marked 

difference, the growth occuring in region II will be referred to as "slow" dendrites, 

and the qualitatively different growth occuring in region IV will be referred to as 

"fast" dendrites. Additional types of growth, primarily occuring in region III, have 

also been documented and categorized [26, 54]. All of these types of growth have 

different preferred directions of growth for their associated primary, secondary, and 

tertiary dendrites. These preferred directions have not only been quite thoroughly 

documented, but the kinetic foundations of the variation in orientation among the 

various types of growth have also been investigated [11, 33]. One of these types of 

growth has been termed "oscillatory growth", because it grows forward as a thin 

dendrite, and then stops as a set of sidebranches begins to grow (Fig. 2.9). This 

process is then repeated, resulting in an oscillating velocity of propagation. This 

growth form is in fact quite suggestive of the microstructure being proposed in this 

study to explain the qualitative difference between the "slow" and "fast" dendrites^^ 

Depending on the growth conditions, the sidebranches can begin to grow in either 

the (100) or (110) directions. 

Once the system is cooled into region IV, nucleation of the "fast" dendrites can be 

^°There are other options open to the fnistrated dendrite, but the two mentioned are by far the 
most common. The complete stagnation is best achieved with an additional impediment to growth, 
such as mild depletion of the solution into which the frustrated dendrite is growing. 

^^It should be noted that every one of the observed growth forms displayed the ability to arbitrarily 
and continuously change its direction of growth in the presence of strong spatial gradients in the 
driving force. In fact, in light of all of the observations, an unqualified claim that dendrites occur 
in the (100) directions for cubic crystals is clearly somewhat careless. However, instead of tciking on 
the full onus of making such a comment, I refer to page 317 of Murr's book [48]. 
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FIGURE 2.9. A time sequence of the pulsed growth described in the text. 
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quite difficult, and even in the presence of "stagnant" solid, the system can seemingly 

quiesce for very long times before the "fast" dendritic growth is nucleated^^. Once the 

"fast" structure has been nucleated, it quickly engulfs (Fig. 2.8a) any large open re

gions sufficiently undepleted by already formed "slow" dendrites (compare Figs. 2.8b 

and c). This "fast" dendritic growth can only be sustained at high supersaturations, 

and growth stops upon entering regions of depleted solution which are found in rela

tively close proximity to any previously grown and frustrated "slow" solid (Fig. 2.8d). 

A time sequence of "fast" nucleation off frustrated/stagnant "slow" solid (observed 

at high magnification) is shown in Figure 2.10. 

2.2.2 Past Work and Other Data Sources 

Before discussing the findings and assertions to be presented here, the work of Pa-

papetrou, Kahlweit/ Reimer/ Chan, and Saratovkin will be put into the context of 

Fig. 2.4. The studies by both Papapetrou and Reimer have looked at Region I 

quite closelyReimer primarily documented the shapes/orientations and velocities 

of these small undercooling growth forms and their dependence on impurities, while 

Papapetrou's investigation was geared towards determining the liquid-solid interfa-

cial energy. Papapetrou also investigated the growth of Region II, approaching the 

problem purely from the standpoint of diffusion. Looking to greater supersaturations, 

Kahlweit's work documented growth velocities, slow-to-fast transition temperatures, 

and crystalline orientations of the dendritic growth in regions II, III, and IV, with his 

^^The system could remain in these metastable stagnant states seemingly indefinitely, which is 
unexpected considering the existence of a large driving force for growth in the presence of solid 
NHiCl which should serve as a perfectly acceptable nucleus for further growth. The difficulty in 
nucleating this "fast" dendritic growth was quite similar to that experienced in trying to nucleate 
the eutectic phase well below the eutectic temperature. In both cases there seems to be a fine 
substructure within the growing solid itself, which presents a Icirge energy barrier to nucleation. In 
any event, once nucleated, the growth is able to proceed much more easily than is suggested by this 
great diflBculty in nucleation. 

^^Dougherty performed some very careful studies in this regime on NHiBr to investigate the 
kinetics and anisotropy at low undercoolings. 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

FIGURE 2.10. A time sequence of "fast" solid nucleating off frustrated or stagnant 
"slow" solid. The frustrated solid grew only very slowly for minutes, while it took 
only seconds for the "fast" dendrites to take over the entire droplet of solution. The 
proposed herringbone structure should not be confused with the obvious sidebranches 
in d). e) shows the ripening which occurs very quickly after the "fast" dendrites grow. 
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work being extended in the studies of Reimer and Chan et al.. A notable addition 

was Chan's analysis of the frustrated "cauliflower" heads of Region III in terms of 

spherical haxmonics. This constitutes an elegant example of stability analysis in three 

dimensions taking crystalline anisotropy into account. Saratovkin's work addressed 

phenomena occuring in all 4 regions, with an emphasis on the three dimensional 

geometry which leads to the beautiful patterns observed in region 

This dissertation contributes to the above body of work by demonstrating or 

postulating the following: 

• The broad spectrum of morphologies observed in this system can all be explained 

by carefully following the local supersaturation of the growth, and noting that 

different growth directions are preferred at different supersaturations^®. 

• The "fast" dendrites have a platelike (herringbone) structure which serves to 

entrain solute-rich liquid. 

• A vortical fluid flow arises at the tips of the "fast" dendrites as a result of 

the chamber geometry, in conjuction with the fluid flow due to shrinkage and 

gravity driven convection. 

• The vortex flow plays a strong role in the dynamics of the "fast" dendrites, 

affecting their nucleation, speed, and interactions with each other. 

• The simulation component of this work shows that the "fast" dendrite patterns, 

as well as their underlying herringbone structure, are qualitatively very well 

emulated when only taking diffusion into account. Therefore, from the point 

of view of the pattern selection, the fluid flow may only serve a minimal role; 

namely to simply modify the effective diffusivity. 

addition to this, Saratovkin's work serves as an invaluable encyclopedic and critical biblio
graphic account of much of the past Russian work in solidification, which should now be much more 
accessible to Western researchers. 

Account must also be taken of growth being impeded by the top and bottom of the chamber. 
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• An exponential relationship of Kth on — ^ is indicated. 

• A relationship implicating the importance of the fluid parameters has been 

found, which fits the results of this study, as well as those of past researchers. 

Additional contributions to the field are: 

• The development of a simluation code in chapter III, which serves as a very 

useful tool for qualitatively exploring all 4 regimes (regions I-IV). 

• The development of a mathematical model (in terms of partial differential equa

tions) in chapter FV, which represents a simple approach to studying the growth 

of dendritic arrays, in which fluid flow is not of concern. 

2.2.3 The "Fast" Dendritic Structure 

Before proceeding, it should be made quite clear that region III is not really a region of 

morphological stability, despite the many published claims of "new" growth forms. It 

seems to simply separate the two regions of stability for the "slow" and "fast" growth. 

"Fast" growth does not seem possible in region II and "slow" growth does not seem 

possible in region IV. The "region III morphologies" zu-e simply products of 

the transitional frustration. Additional richness is observed in the growth as a 

result of the interaction between the top/bottom of the chamber (Fig. 2.11) and the 

growing dendrite (and it's diffusion field). The resulting morphologies can be arrived 

at by methodically following the supersaturation at the solid-liquid interface, and 

noting the resulting preferred growth direction. This will be described in the next 

section for dendrites growing along the plane of the chamber. When qualitatively 

observing the "fast" growth, a number of interesting features can be immediately 

noted. The first is that the solid is no longer optically transparent, but has a rather 

rough/opaque (fuzzy) appearance, especially so at the tip (Figs. 2.10c and d). Closer 
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a) 
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b) 
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FIGURE 2.11. Some examples of the geometries which can occur in Region IV of Fig. 
2.4 when none of the {111} directions fall within the plane of the chamber. 
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observation^® of the growing tip indicates growth occuring periodically, in the form 

of finely-spaced sheets, accompanied by the absence of the expected layer of rejected 

solute ahead of the growing tip. Since the growth velocity is much higher than that of 

the "slow" dendrites, one expects a corresponding reduction of approximately an order 

of magnitude in the diffusion length {D/v), making it as small as 10-20 nm. However, 

any evidence of such a layer is only barely noticeable^^ as the "fast" dendrites crash 

into the liquid-air interface, and is not at all perceptible as two "fast" dendrites grow 

head-on into each other^®. From these indications alone, it can be proposed that the 

"fast" dendrites are growing as finely spaced, very thin sheets (on the order 

of a micron) which serve to capture and detain solute rich solution between 

them and act as bafiles to keep the solute from getting ahead of the tip. In 

cross section, this appears as a herringbone structure (see Figures 2.12 and 3.17). 

Further evidence for such a structure comes from observing the solid over a large 

FIGURE 2.12. A schematic illustration of the hypothesized herringbone structure. 

area (containing a pattern of many "fast" dendrites) once it has formed. Assuming 

that the dendrites consist of solid cylinders, one can then calculate the total volume 

occupied by the solid. For very dense patterns (Fig. 2.13a), physically unrealistic 

'®This "closer observation" entails not only watching films of growth recorded at high magnifica
tion, but sometimes also stepping through the films frame by frame. Evidence of the periodic aspect 
of the growth is nearly imperceptible in any given still image of a fast dendrite (Figs. 2.10c and d) 
or its simulation (Fig. 3.17). 

neither Ccise do the dendrites slow down as would be expected, however in the case of growth 
into the Uquid-air interface, the dendrite changes from "rough" to optically clear approximately one 
tip radius from the liquid-air interface. 

^®If considering diffusion alone, and regarding the air-liquid interface as dictating a reflecting 
boundary condition, then by the method of images, these two cases should behave identically. As 
shall shortly be explained, fluid flow (which involves pressure gradients) is an important consid
eration. Since the air-liquid interface does not serve as a reflecting boundary for these pressure 
gradients, different fluid flow results for these two cases. This is most likely why the difference in 
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FIGURE 2.13. Two examples of the dense dendritic arrays, which can occur in Region 
IV of Fig. 2.4. 
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values in excess of 50% of the entire system's volume can result. The equilibrium 

phase diagram predicts on the order of 3-5 %, and the high volumes of occupation 

observed could be approached only if every last bit of salt were to precipitate out 

as solid (leaving behind pure H2O), or if some sort of hydrated solid were to form. 

One possible explanation is that the "fuzzy" solid actually has a significant amount 

of solute rich solution captured within its substructure. The coarsening or ripening 

of the structure over time serves as further support for this explanation. As the 

structure coarsens, instead of the secondary dendrites simply "necking oflT' at their 

bases to form little islands next to the primary dendrites, the fine substructure of the 

dendrites themselves can be seen to coarsen, resulting, for example, in a row of small 

optically clear spherulites evolving from an originally non-transparent^® dendrite of 

seemingly much greater volume (Fig. 2.8e). Also, this coarsening occurs much more 

quickly thaji expected, which would, of course, follow if the dendrites were made up 

of very fine plates separated by solute rich hquid. 

The alternate explanation involving the formation of a metastable hydrated solid, 

which could also explain some of the above observations, is rejected, because even at 

much higher rates of solidification, such solids have not been reported in the cited 

literature [7]. Similarly, high amounts of H2O incorporation into the NH^Cl lattice 

are not expected until much higher growth velocities. Additionally, if water were 

actually being taken up into the solid by one of these mechanisms, the benefits of 

a fine dendritic structure would be lost and growth of broader structures would be 

expected^". Such structures are clearly not observed experimentally. At very best, 

only slight solute trapping or hydration in conjunction with a herringbone structure 

is expected^^. This herringbone structure seems to be one of the important keys to 

behaviour is observed. 
^®due to light scattering off of interned surfaces 
^"This corresponds to the beginning of absolute stability as discussed in the context of rapid 

solidification [39, 21]. 
definitive determination of the crystalline structure at the tip of the "fast" dendrites (before 

they start to coarsen) could clearly be obtained at a synchrotron radiation facility. 
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explaining the different behaviours of the "slow" and "fast" dendrites. However, for 

any quantitative predictions, it seems necessary to take fluid flow into account. Before 

discussing this aspect, the slow-to-fast transition will be discussed a bit further. 

2.2.4 The Slow-to-Fast Transition 

The slow-to-fast transition produces a variety of morphologies, and a useful and very 

detailed documentation/study of these morphologies was performed by Chan et al. 

[11]. The most perplexing features of the growth seem also to serve as the greatest 

hints of the underlying growth mechanisms. These features are those of the complete 

stagnation of the frustrated growth, as well as the curious accelerations of the fast 

dendrites (to be discussed later in this section). These features do not seem to have 

been mentioned in the literature. A meticulous investigation of surface nucleation 

sites and growth from aqueous solution was carried out by Batchelder et al., in [50] 

and provides a very good picture of how a growing surface at low undercooling may 

appear^^. The observed growth seems to center about certain points (e.g. disloca

tions) the precise nature of which are not relevant to this discussion. The growth then 

takes the form of little mounds or hills centered about these dislocations. In the case 

of the "slow" NH^Cl dendrites, one would expect a large number of such mounds on 

the tip of the dendrite all growing in the (100) direction. Now at a given temperature, 

with a supersaturation TT greater than a certain threshold supersaturation, the (100) 

direction is for some reason no longer the preferred direction of dendritic growth. 

Exactly what happens, and which growth directions are preferred for a small range of 

supersaturation immediately above this threshold supersaturation is unclear due to 

the very frustrated growth which does take place in this region (region III). However, 

for the yet greater supersaturations of region IV, dendrites in the (111) directions are 

^^Interestingly, even at these low undercoolings there were some flap-like structures occuring 
which could be used by an overzealous advocate of the herringbone structure as support for such a 
mechanism even at small undercoolings. 
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definitely the preferred form of growth. Based on both Kahlweit's work [33, 11], and 

the observations of this study, what seems to happen with increasing supersatnration 

is a transition in which successively higher index directions of growth are preferred 

(i.e. first (100), then (110), then finally (111)) each with a correspondingly larger 

velocity of growth^^. 

To simply illustrate how finistration might occur, the example is used of the 

crossover occuring at TTIOO-UO which denotes the transition supersatnration from the 

preferred (100) direction to the preferred (110) direction. To proceed, consider a den

drite growing in the (100) direction which finds itself with a supersaturation greater 

than TTioo-iio (e.g. by the system temperature being lowered). This results in the pre

ferred direction now being (110). If a branching off of several of these faster growths 

occurs at the dendrite tip, then the local concentration of water will increase. This 

will result in a lowering of the local supersaturation, once again making the (100) 

growth direction stable. This process can result in a very confused dendrite oscillat

ing between two directions and two velocities, and this behaviour was in fact observed 

(Fig. 2.7a). Similarly, if tip splittings of the frustrated dendrites result in an array 

of dendrites (Figs. 2.14 and 2.7c), then the local supersaturation at the tips of the 

dendritic members of the array remains less than that at the tip of the original single 

dendrite. This occurs because the rejected water diffuses away more effectively from a 

lone dendrite than it does from a member of a dendritic array^'^. (This does happen in 

dendritic arrays, and was observed in the simulations.) This results in array members 

growing, on average, in the (100) direction, whereas the single original (100) dendrite 

split into two (110) dendrites. If a (100) member of the array begins to move ahead 

of the array into solution of higher supersaturation, then the (110) directions become 

preferred. As a result, a tip splitting will take place in those directions. Since these 

^^The paper of Gilmer and Jackson in [34] gives a very good explanation of how this might occur. 
^"•The supersaturation at the tip of a lone (100) dendrite in this solution is greater than xioo-iio-

This is the reason for the original tip splitting (Fig. 2.14b). 
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b )  

c) D) 

e )  f )  

FIGURE 2.14. A time sequence of a number of tip splittings, resulting in an array of 
dendrites whose overall propagation is in the (100) direction. 
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(110) dendrites are not moving parallel to the rest of the array, the array (along with 

its lower supersaturation) will catch up with these breakaway dendrites. Once within 

the less saturated liquid of the array, the dendrites' preferred direction again becomes 

(100). These dynamics result in the net direction of the array being (100), while the 

directions of the constituent dendrites vary between (100) and (110) as a result of tip 

splittings and competing growth. Such growth is shown in the time sequence of Fig. 

2.14. It is comforting to note, that within the array, where the supersaturation is 

much lower than that of the bulk system, the sidebranches consistently occur in the 

(100) direction regardless of the orientation of their parent dendrites. This is very 

clearly seen in Fig. 2.7d. Due to there being more than two orientations involved, 

and more than one transition (i.e. ttioo-uO) and Truo-iu), the observed growth can 

become very complicated. In the data section, measurements at a given temperature 

are made of the smallest supersaturation irth at which the "fast" (111) dendrites are 

observed to sustain growth. Due to all of the factors contributing to the difficulty 

of "fast" growth being nucleated, the measured values of TTf/, are subject to sizeable 

error. It should be emphasized that this measured irth corresponds to neither TTIOQ-UOI 
nor TTiio-iu. TTiio-iii is the supersaturation, at which "fast" dendrites are observed 

to begin growth, but this growth can only be sustained for TT > TTJ/I > TTUO-UI- Con

sidering the much greater growth rate of the observed (111) dendrites, it appears that 

TTiio-iii is greater than the supersaturation at which the (111) dendritic growth rate 

begins to dominate. 

Cooling a system, in which "slow" dendrites are growing, so that the bulk su

persaturation exceeds ivth, results in the stagnation of the "slow" dendrites. For the 

broad tip of one of the "slow" dendrites in the supersaturation range of stagnation, 

a process can be imagined, similar to that described for an evolving dendritic ar

ray, where oscillation now occurs on a microscopic scale from one preferred growth 

plane to another gradually flattening out the little mounds observed by Batchelder 

(in [50]). Such a growth process would seem to constrain the growth to be nearly 
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isotropic, which is indeed a slow process^^. The neaxly complete stagnation of this 

structure observed in the experiments seems quite difficult to explain^®. It can at least 

be said that if the firustration is due, in part, to rejected solute and the related lower 

supersaturation at microscopic lengthscales, the proposed herringbone structure can 

serve as a possible route to eliminating this finistration as long as fine enough features 

can grow. 

Since TTHO-UI occurs well above the supersaturation at which the (111) growth 

rate dominates, a sizable nucleation energy appears to be required for "fast" dendrites 

to occur. In fact, there even seems to be an additional energy requirement to sustain 

(111) growth, i.e. "fast" growth starting within a certain range of supersaturation 

TTiio-ui < tt < TTf/i dies out shortly after beginning. Thus, even though a "fast" 

dendrite can begin to grow, there appears to be some "excess" energy required (i.e. 

a greater supersaturation) to sustain the growth of the "fast" structure in addition 

to that required to nucleate it. For the hypothesized herringbone structure, there is 

clearly an energy cost of going from the broader "slow" dendrites to the finer sub

structure of the herringbone growth, which could account for the nucleation energy 

requirement. This is further considered in section 2.2.7. In the next section, con

siderations of fluid flow will be discussed which may account for the "excess" energy 

required to actually sustain the growth of the "fast" dendrites once it has begun. 

2.2.5 Fluid Flow and Vortices 

A number of puzzling behaviours are exhibited by "fast" dendrites: 

^^Reccdl that the whole motivation for dendritic growth is to be able to grow faster than this slow 
rate of isotropic growth. 

^®If there truly is no growth occuring in the presence of a large driving force for growth, it might 
result from a lack of nucleation sites. It seems too speculative, however to suggest that oscillations on 
very smjdl scales serve not only to "iron out" the little mounds, but also to heal over the dislocations. 
One contributing factor may be that the (111) directions are all jdigned, such that their growth is 
impeded by the top eind bottom of the experimental chamber. This would call for the nucleation of 
a new, more favorably aligned seed crystal. 
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• After inception of an isolated "fast" dendrite, a deceleration takes place before 

the dendrite settles down to a constant velocity. For supersaturations ~ Zth, 

the "fast" dendrites will gradually decelerate (Fig. 2.15), and can actually 

extinguish, either becoming frustrated or stagnating. 

• "Fast" dendrites induce the nucleation of additional "fast" dendrites in a variety 

of ways. 

• "Fast" dendrites are coupled by an interaction, which causes interacting den

drites to accelerate and decelerate in counterintuitive ways. One of the mani

festations of this interaction is that the "fast" dendrites are drawn to occupy 

very specific relative positions when growing as an array. 

2.5 

2.0 

1.5 

c 0.5 

0.0 
24 

time (0 - 24 seconds) 

FIGURE 2.15. A graph of the tip position of a fast dendrite against time (beginning 
at its inception). Note the decrease in slope, indicating the dendrite's deceleration. 

To explain these phenomena, a vortical flow is proposed to take place at the tips 

of the growing "fast" dendrites. This vortical flow is driven by both the fluid flow 
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due to shrinkage^^, as well as gravity-driven convection^®. Given these two flows and 

the geometry of the experimental chamber (see Figs. 2.16 and 2.17), a vortical flow 

follows quite naturally for high enough driving forces (or with low enough viscosities). 

Such a mechanism has not been encountered in any of the cited literature. In Sec. 

FIGURE 2.16. A side view of the chamber geometry and the fluid flow which results 
when a dendrite grows. (The upward arrows indicate gravity-driven convection, and 
the arrows pointing towards the solid indicate the shrinkage-induced convection.) The 
proposed vortical flow pattern is included. 

2.2.3, the growth of the "fast" dendrites was postulated to occur in pulses. As a 

result, the vortical flow is expected to be driven in pulses, but these pulses occur so 

frequently (~ lOO/T^), that the vortical flow is assumed to be smooth and continuous. 

One of the first indications of fluid flow occuring in the chamber during the growth 

of "fast" dendrites wais the observation of a localized decrease in temperature at the 

^^The ions occupy less volume in the solid fonn than they do in solution, which leads to a mea
surable and calculable reduction in volume upon solidification. This results in fluid flow towards the 
growing solid, and is depicted by the arrows pointing towards the solid in Figs. 2.16 and 2.17. 

^®This is simply the convection due to the solute-rich liquid having a smaller density than the 
bulk liquid, and thus convecting upwards. This is depicted by the arrows pointing upwards in Figs. 
2.16 and 2.17. 
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FIGURE 2.17. A front view of the chamber geometry and the fluid flow which results 
when a dendrite grows. (The upward arrows indicate gravity-driven convection, and 
the arrows pointing towards the solid indicate the shrinkage-induced convection.) The 
proposed vortical flow pattern is included. 

top of the experimental cell directly above the solidifying dendrites. This localized 

cooling was observable since condensation or "fog" would form preferentially where 

the temperature of the top plate was lower. The localized fogging (cooling) was most 

prominent when the vertical temperature gradient in the chamber (cold on bottom, 

warm on top) was strongest^®. The observed cooling indicates that the cold liquid was 

being convected from the bottom of the cell to the top. Such strong and localized 

cooling was not observed during the growth of "slow" dendrites, and it is inferred 

from this that any fluid flow occuring is much stronger for the "fast" dendrites, and 

potentially of a diflferent nature. 

Postulating a vortical flow, convection of the lower lying fluid will occur upwards 

to the top of the chamber. In the case of the strong vertical temperature gradient 

within the chamber, this liquid rising from the bottom is colder than the liquid at the 

top. When using a very thin piece of glass to cover the solution, cooling of the top 

Since the system was cooled from below, the solution was colder on the bottom of the sample. 
After this was noted, the plastic housing was placed around the system virtucdly eliminating such 
temperature gradients. The housing also served to isolate the system from moist air, helping to 
remove the problem of fogging/condensation. 
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plate occured a bit ahead, as well as to the sides of the growing "fast" solid. This is 

the expected cooling pattern for the postulated vortical flow. As already mentioned, 

this cooling was not observed with the "slow" dendrites. Since the velocities are an 

order of magnitude smaller than in the case of "fast" growth (resulting in slower fluid 

flow), it is not expected that the "slow" growth is capable of incurring or maintaining 

this convective vortical flow. 

In both the case of a "pulsed" flow, as well as that of a moving vortex, a continued 

eind potentially significant energy input is required to overcome the viscous dissipation 

generated by liquid elements having to reverse their direction of flow. This "pulsed" 

flow can be envisioned by picturing shrinkage-induced fluid flow towards the leading 

set of tines or plates as the herringbone structure grows (Fig. 2.18a). The fluid in 

a) 
Growth 

b) 
Growth 

FIGURE 2.18. A schematic diagram to demonstrate the idea of "pulsed" flow intro
duced in the text. 

the volume element directly ahead of the plates flows in the direction opposite the 

direction of the dendrite's growth. Considering this same volume element (dotted 

box in Fig. 2.18) as the next set of plates develops (Fig. 2.18b); when the fluid 
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flows towards these newly evolving plates, the direction of flow is now reversed (i.e. 

the same as the dendrite's direction of growth). As the herringbone structure itself is 

only hypothesized, this quickly reversing flow pattern is clearly speculative. However, 

such a flow would result in an added energy requirement due to the increased viscous 

dissipation which would result (i.e. increased over a flow which is not quickly reversing 

its direction). 

Similar reasoning applies to a vortex moving as pictured in Fig. 2.16. When 

the vortex advances forward, the regions in which there is upward fluid flow will, 

moments earlier, have been regions of downward flow. Again, it is as if the fluid flow 

in a given region is reversing its direction as the vortex moves. This is why a constant 

supply of energy is required for a vortex to propagate through a viscous fluid. In 

fact, it is potentially the energy required to start and sustain the vortical flow which 

poses such a large energy barrier to the "fast" growth, and results in the deceleration 

shortly after inception. For a "fast" dendrite beginning to grow at supersaturations 

""iio-iu < TT < TTf/i, there may not be enough "excess" driving force to supply the 

energy which is constantly being dissipated by the vortical flow. As a result, the 

"fast" dendrite will extinquish. 

From the stagnant/frustrated state, nucleation of the "fast" growth either requires 

a very long time, or some type of external assistance. One consistently effective 

form of such assistance occurs when a "fast" dendrite from elsewhere grows past the 

stagnant point. When this occurs, growth of a new "fast" dendrite, originating from 

the stagnant growth, is very often induced. The exact nature of this induction needs 

to be more closely investigated, but it seems to depend on fluid flow. Certainly one 

benefit of this fluid flow is that it disrupts the diffusion fleld around the stagnant 

solid. Once this diffusion layer has been disturbed, a certain group of the competing 

points of nucleation may be favoured over others, resulting in their being able to grow. 

In addition to this effect, however, if the vortical flow pattern ahead of the inducing 

dendrite reduces the cost of setting up the vortical flow for the new dendrite, growth 
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will clearly be able to start much more easily. Such an induced nucleation is shown 

in figure 2.19. 

A similar induction occurs when fast dendrites collide. Recall that for "slow" 

dendrites, due to the rejected solute field, one "slow" dendrite can not grow very 

close to another. For "fast" dendrites, however, shortly after their formation (before 

too much diffusion takes place), the bulk of the solute is still contained between the 

plates of the herringbone structure. Therefore, near the tip, a high supersaturation 

can persist at the sides of a "fast" dendrite, allowing another "fast" dendrite growing 

at normal incidence to actually collide with it. Very often, a sidebranch is induced on 

the opposite side of the impacted dendrite and continues on as a seeming extension of 

the impacting dendrite. It seems quite clear, that the consistent nucleation of such a 

new dendrite corresponds to the nucleated dendrite simply usurping the vortical flow 

field of the impacting dendrite (Fig. 2.20)^°. 

If this were the only evidence for the vortex flow at the tip of the "fast" dendrites, 

it would not serve as a fully satisfactory argument, since several other arguments 

could be proposed (e.g. involving temperature fields, or derivatives of the concen

tration field, etc). The most convincing evidence of the vortical flow comes from 

the interaction of the "fast" dendrites with each other^^ When observing several 

"fast" dendrites growing together in close proximity, one sees that they accelerate in 

completely counterintuitive ways. If, however, one assumes that there are interacting 

vortical flows at the tips of these dendrites, then the observed interactions all make 

sense! One of these interactions is a brief period of acceleration as two "fast" den

drites grow directly towards each other from opposite directions. This presumably 

occurs as the downward portions of the vortices overlap and reinforce each other. As 

is emphasized that there truly is a collision, resulting in a cessation of growth. The nucleation 
of the sidebranch requires a finite amount of time, and after nucleation, the sidebranch exhibits the 
characteristic acceleration/ deceleration before reaching a steady velocity. 

^^It is difficult to estimate the extent of the vortical flow, but from all of the indirect observations 
(e.g. top plate cooling, induced nucleation, interactions, etc.), the influence of the flow seems capable 
of extending at least as far as 150 — 200/im from the tip of the dendrite. 
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FIGURE 2.19. "Fast" growth is induced as an appropriately propagating array of 
"fast" dendrites passes some stagnant/frustrated solid. Notice that the array passes 
close by, but does not block the growth of the induced dendrite. The point at which 
the nucleation takes place is indicated in b) by an arrow. 
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FIGURE 2.20. A schematic time sequence of a "fast" dendrite being nucleated as 
it adopts the vortical flow of another dendrite (see text). The diagram is simply to 
illustrate the idea, and is not intended to accurately represent the complicated fluid 
flow taking place during the process. 
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the two counter-rotating vortices attract (in order to annihilate each other)^^, the 

"excess" driving force which was being used to propel the vortices can now be used 

for faster growth. However, once the vortices have annihilated, the "fast" growth can 

no longer be sustained, and must therefore immediately abate. 

Another notable interaction is the tendency for the dendrites to either accelerate 

or decelerate in order to assume certain seemingly favorable positions with respect 

to each other. Again, it has only been hypothesized that there exists a cellular 

or vortical flow associated with "fast" dendrites and that it requires some "excess" 

driving force or energy to sustain. However, given this, it seems natural that an 

array of such dendrites would selecte spacings and relative positions which would 

reduce or minimize the overall viscous dissipation experienced by each individual 

dendrite/vortex, and therefore be beneficial for the entire array. As a clear example of 

this, the seemingly spontaneous extinction of the "fast" dendrites at supersaturations 

~ TTth (mentioned above) was observed only for single dendrites. Dendrites growing 

next to each other in an array clearly required less energy to sustain "fast" growth. 

In fact, the more members present in an array, the further the dendrites could grow 

into a region of depletion before their growth was arrested. This implies that it is 

energetically more favorable for a "fast" dendrite to grow as a member of a well-

positioned array, than it is for it to grow in isolation. An example of a "fast" dendrite 

accelerating to occupy a more favorable position is shown in figure 2.21. 

2.2.6 Calculations 

In this section, the calculations required in the data section will be explained. The 

first required calculation is that of the fiuid flow due to shrinkage. This is a pertinent 

quantity since it serves to initiate and drive the vortex motion^^. The shrinkage, as 

^^Counter-rotating vortices do attract. If they are on a collision course (and have equal magni
tude), they will annihilate each other; if not, they will try to orbit each other. 

^^One would expect the chzinge in density of the liquid to play a similar role, but this quantity 
oddly does not enter the calculation. This fact makes Eq. 2.1 yet further suspect. 
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FIGURE 2.21. A time sequence of an array of "fast" dendrites. The dendrite indicated 
by the zirrow appeaxs to speed ahead in order to occupy a more desirable position 
with respect to its neighbor(s). 
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defined here, which occurs upon growth, depends on both the temperature T and the 

initial concentration of the solution Co^- Calculating the shrinkage is quite simple. 

One first calculates the volume of one gram of supersaturated solution of concentration 

Co- To reach equilibrium, this system will separate into (Q — Co)ICi grams of solid 

NHiCl and Co/Ci grams of liquid of concentration Ci. The final volume of this 

resulting system can then again be calculated. The difference between the final and 

initial volumes is the total volume shrinkage upon solidification AK. 

Since the precipitation of solid serves as the source of the shrinkage, the physi

cally meaningful quantity from which fluid flow can be estimated is the total volume 

shrinkage divided by the total volume of precipitated solid. This quantity will be re

ferred to as e = This calculation clearly depends on precise knowledge of the 

densities of supersaturated solutions, many of which have not been tabulated. The 

main source of error in the calculations in the data section comes from the imprecision 

involved in extrapolating the required density information from the data available in 

the literature. To get an upper bound for the fluid flow due to this shrinkage, the 

growing dendrite is assumed to be a flat-faced cylinder with growth occuring only at 

the circular head and with fluid flow occuring only normal to this growing surface 

(any decrease in volume at the growing interface must be compensated by that same 

volume of fluid flowing towards the solid). From simple geometry, this assumption 

yields a fluid flow velocity antiparallel to the dendrite's growth velocity and of mag

nitude ev (where v is the speed of growth of the dendrite). Assuming fluid flow to 

occur across a spherical half-shell (with radius equal to that of the cylinder), results 

in a magnitude of fluid flow at this half-shell of eu/2, falling off with the square of 

the distance from the tip. In the following calculations, the upper bound is assumed, 

i.e. a fluid flow speed of ev. 

In addition to this shrinkage, the two other material parameters required in the 

is imperative that the concentrations used here are measured in terms of weight% H^O, and 
not weight% NH^Cl, to ensure correct calculation of the supersaturations IT. 
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calculations are the dynamic viscosity 77 (T) of the solution and the diflFusivity D{T) 

of salt through the solution. The viscosity of the solution is taken to equal that of 

water which varies by a factor of ~2.5 over the temperature range of interest. The 

chemical diffusivity was obtained by fitting a straight line to the specific conductances 

at infinite dilution over the temperature range of interest [16]. This linear form was 

then inserted into the standard conversion formula [16] resulting in 

D{T) « 11.44 X - 2.76 x lO'^T 

(which yields D in cm^/sec when inputting temperature in Kelvin). The values 

obtained from this relationship agree well with those used in the literature over the 

temperature range (268iir « —5°C < T < 30°C « 303A'). Since the concentrations 

in this study were not infinitely dilute, the diffusivites would be more accurate if 

decreased by ~ 10%, but since the main variation occurs with varying temperature 

and very little variation occurs in varying concentration over the corresponding range 

{JoAwt%H20 < C < 78wt%H20), the uncorrected values were used in keeping with 

past work. 

Lastly, the straight line approximation to the liquidus line^®, used in calculating 

the supersaturation is 

Ti = 4.889X/ - 113.56 

or inverting this 

XI = .2O0T1 + 23.23 

where Ti is the liquidus temperature in °C, and xi is the liquidus concentration in 

wt%NHiCl, in keeping with the literature. 

^®This is a very good approximation in the temperature range of interest. 
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T{°C) Xth XI ^th Vth (^) D X 105(^) € 

30 36.49 29.38 .101 .117 .7975 2.15 .213 
25 34.20 28.36 .082 .076 .8904 1.94 .201 
20 32.36 27.33 .069 .051 1.002 1.74 .195 
15 30.68 26.31 .059 .030 1.139 1.55 .185 
10 29.22 25.28 .053 .018 1.307 1.36 .177 
6.5 28.0 24.56 .0456 .0088 1.45 1.22 .151 
3.5 27.0 23.95 .0401 .0079 1.59 1.11 .151 
0.5 26.0 23.33 .0348 .0044 1.76 1.01 .133 
-2.5 25.0 22.72 .0295 .0041 1.96 0.91 .138 

TABLE 2.1. Data 

2.2.7 Data 

The main experimental measurements of interest are the locations on the phase di

agram of the slow-to-fast transition, as well as the velocity of the "fast" dendrites 

occuring at this transition. Two ways of locating the transition points are either 

by choosing a temperature and performing runs of varying concentration (as done 

by Kahlweit), or by choosing a concentration and then performing runs at varying 

temperatures (as was done in this study)^®. In both cases, the system is cooled from 

a temperature in the all liquid portion of the phase diagram to a temperature in the 

solid NH^Cl plus liquid portion. The four data points below 10°C were attainable 

by the apparatus used in this study. Looking simply at these points, it was initially 

thought that the transition occured along a straight line of slope ~ nearly 

intersecting the eutectic point. Adding the 5 data points (T > 15°C) of Kahlweit's 

study [33] to the graph^®, yields the data shown. Kahlweit, using only his data points, 

obtained an equation which did not allow for the slow-to-fast transition for supersat-

urations less than ~ .047. It is clear from the data (table 2.1) that the transition is 

observed well below this value. Looking at the slow-to-fast transition line in Fig. 2.4, 

^®This is the reason for the differently oriented error bars of fig. 2.4 
^^The liquidus line has a slope ~ 
^®The units of undercooling had to be converted from Kahlweit's unfortunate choice of convention. 
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it is worth noting that it does not occur at a constant value of the supersaturation^^. 

In fact, if plotting ln{'Kth) against ^ (Fig. 2.22), one can see that TTJ/, e with 
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1/T (inverse Kelvin) 

FIGURE 2.22. IniTZth) versus The bottom four data points are from this study, 
and the top five are from [33]. 

Ed ~ .259eV « AlAXlQ~^'^erg « b.964kcallmol. This is on the order of the surface 

diffusion activation energy expected for this system"^®. Whatever the nature of the 

barrier to the nucleation and growth of the "fast" dendrites. Fig. 2.22 indicates that 

the increased difficulty in overcoming the barrier at higher temperatures is perhaps 

due to some thermally activated process, such as surface diffusion. One way this 

could occur is if there is some type of roughening process involved'*^ because the 

line of constant supersaturation appears as a straight line to the left of the liquidus line of 
steeper slope than that of the liquidus line. 

''"See [2] for details on solid-vapor interfaces. 
''^As discussed in section 1.3, thermally activated surface diffusion contributes to interface rough

ening. However, all of the involved crystcdline faces are expected to be roughened in RegionI of Fig. 
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increased surface diffusion at higher temperatures would serve to make the dynamic 

roughening more diflBciilt, and therefore require a greater driving force. Similarly, if 

the barrier were due to the difi&culty of forming a very fine structure (as required by 

the hypothesized herringbone structure), greater surface diffusion at higher temper

atures would make this more difficult as well, also calling for a greater driving force. 

The nature of this barrier is intriguing, however, the related question of why the 

growth of the (100) and (110) dendrites stagnates seems to be yet more fundamental. 

This question may involve the issue of impurities, and although many investigations 

of impurity effects have been performed in the past [55, 60, 14], no mention has been 

found of this stagnation/frustration. 

In addition to the above exponential relationship, another relationship including 

the threshold velocity vth is presented in Eq. 2.1. The parameters taken into ac

count are all tabulated: the threshold supersaturation TT = of the slow-to-fast 

transition (the concentrations are in wt% the chemical diffusivity D{T)\ the 

viscoscity and the calculated shrinkage e (this term has by far the largest 

error in the calculations). Also listed are xth = 100 — Cth and xt = 100 — Ci (which 

are simply the concentrations in terms of wt% NH^Cl to correspond to existing lit

erature), the temperature T, and the measured "fast" dendrite velocity Vth. near the 

transition. 

To obtain insight into the nature of the slow-to-fast transition, it is desired to 

find some quantity which has the same value for each measured transition point 

(i.e. is a constant along the transition line). Physical arguments based on the viscous 

dissipation due to a fluid flow of magnitude ve over lengthscales of the diffusive length 

(which now due to the fluid flow is contracted to predicted the constancy of 

the quantity at the point of transition. Upon tabulating the above quantity 

2.4 [17], well below xt/,. 
"•^The kinematic viscosity rj/p would be better to use, but would result in no significant change of 

the results in this case. 
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for the measured transition points, it was noticed that instead of being constant, the 

values are related by an exponential relationship in temperature. If fitting only to 

Kahlweit's data, an extremely good fit is obtained by the equation 

TttHVth{l+e) _ Q3g^_.i2(303-r) 
Drje 

where T is the temperature of the transition in Kelvin. To include the data from this 

study, a different exponent, namely 

T^thVthjl^e) ^ Q3g^_.i3(303-r) (2.I) 
Dr)e 

fits the data better"*^. In order to further explore the validity of this relationship, 

a more precise growth chamber must be built, to better access and measure the lower 

temperatures, as well as measure the dependence of both tth and Vth on the chamber 

height. 

Rewriting the equation as follows, 

T^thVth = (2-2) 

(a, /? constant, AT = a temperature difference), a semi-quantitative comparison 

can be made with Reimer's experiment in which he added glycerin to the salt solution 

[55]. This addition not only increases D and 77 of the bulk solution but, since the 

rejected impurity blanket ahead of the solid now includes quite a bit of glycerin, the 

local values of D and t] are further increased. Reimer's results were in very good 

agreement with the equation, in that the product Drj was increased by a factor of 

~ 2 by adding the glycerin to his system, resulting in a factor of ~ 2 increase in 

the product TTthVth of his measured values. Qualitatively, one would expect, given a 

greater solute blanket at the dendrite tip (being made up of both rejected water and 

glycerin), that a larger driving force (i.e a greater irth) would be necessary to drive 

"•^Unfortimately, no documentation could be found of the chamber height used in Kahlweit's 
studies. This parameter most likely has an effect on the experimentally measured values of vth and 
TTf/i, and is probably responsible in part for any mismatch in the two sets of data. 
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the herringbone structure to surpass and entrain this now greater amount of more 

viscous impurity. 

Looking at the e —>• 0 and e —>• large limits should certainly be useful in 

determining the physical meaning and/or correctness of the equation, but it is difficult 

to make any specific statements since both ivth and Vth change for each new physical 

situation. The crossing over of e from positive to negative is clearly a good point of 

reference and should not result in any drastic changes. For negative e in the above 

equation, either a negative Vth or a negative zth are required. The exact meaning of 

such negative values is unclear, but they seem to imply that the transition will not 

occur for growth of either zero shrinkage or negative shrinkage (expansion). Since the 

numerical simulations predict a herringbone structure and a jump in velocity without 

taking shrinkage or fluid flow into account, the form in which e enters the equation is 

called under suspicion. A more careful experimental study of the parameters entering 

into Eq. 2.2 will hopefully clarify this and other issues. 
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Chapter 3 

CELLULAR AUTOMATA MODEL FOR BINARY 
SYSTEMS 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a cellular automata (CA) model for solidification will be described. It 

was developed in order to gain insight into the experimental system of the preceding 

chapter. A similar model has previously been described in the literature, and will 

briefly be reviewed to illustrate the modifications and improvements developed in this 

dissertation. The main contribution of this work is the accurate treatment of solute 

diffusion, in addition to a number of other modifications. 

3.1.1 Past Work 

CA programming is a very intuitive way to model physical systems, and allows the 

programmer ultimate control over local behaviour (i.e. over the behaviour of each 

pixel). If the programmer has a good understanding of the system at this local level 

then, in general, good qualitative global results can be expected. This is accomplished 

by assigning a script to each pixel of the system, ensuring that the most fundamental 

principles are enforced at that level. Some of the most important principles to be 

strictly enforced axe any conservation laws which might be present ̂  

The CA solidification models already described in the literature [43, 8, 20] have 

been developed to study pure materials. As a result, they primarily take into account 

the diffusion of heat. Of the cited models, those of Liu et al. [42] and Brown et al. 

[8], to which will be refered as the "thermal model", are very similar. In the present 

work, this model is significantly modified. 

^although this may not always be necessary 
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3.1.2 Thermal Model 

When pure materials solidify, latent heat of solidification is given off at the growing 

interface, and it is the diffusion of this heat which limits the growth of the solid^. 

As a result, when a liquid pixel solidifies, it takes on a temperature commensurate 

with its acquisition of this extra energy^. This is the basic principle, upon which this 

algorithm is based. 

Typically the simulations are run on either a 2D or 3D grid with isothermal 

boundary conditions. One array keeps track of the temperature of each pixel, and 

another array keeps track of which pixels are solid and which are liquid (i.e. the 

"phase" of the liquid). The system will be considered to start with a constant initial 

temperature"* less than the melting temperature 2Uid to be initially "seeded" with 

some solid pixels. 

Referring to Fig. 3.1, the first step in the algorithm is to identify all of the 

liquid pixels at the solid-liquid interface. These are the pixels which can potentially 

solidify. Each of these pixels must then determine, based on its temperature and the 

local curvature of the interface, whether or not it will solidify. The local curvature 

is approximated using a template method, which is described in section 3.2.3. The 

pixels which do solidify have their phase changed from liquid to solid, and their 

temperature is increased. The last step is to iterate a diffusion algorithm which 

allows this generated heat to difiFuse away from the interface. This process is then 

repeated. 

In the course of the resulting growth, every pixel of the system will solidify, with 

the generated heat flowing uniformly through solid and liquid pixels and then out 

of the isothermal boundaries. This algorithm and its results are appropriate for 

the solidification of pure materials, but can clearly not be generally employed for 

simplified view is being presented here. 
^In order to conserve heat, this new temperature can actually exceed the melting temperature, 
••equal to the temperature at the boundaries 
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mulitcomponent systems. In multicomponent systems, the diffusion of a chemical 

species is typically the limiting factor, and the significance of the diffusion of heat 

decreases. For example, in the experiments of chapter 2, all of the liquid does not 

turn to solid. As pure NH4CI solidifies, the NH^Cl content of the Uquid decreases, 

and the end result is solid salt in equilibrium with a less saturated salt solution. As 

will be more carefully explained in the next section, an additional complication is 

that very little chemical diffusion occurs through the solid^. The model presented in 

section 3.2 was developed primarily to treat this diffusion more accurately. 

3.1.3 Experimental Motivation 

The experiment being modelled is the NH4CI — H2O system, with solid NH^Cl 

solidifying out of aqueous solution. The solidification takes place in a thin chamber, 

and the diffusion of the chemical species is the limiting diffusional process. The system 

boundaries are kept as isothermal as possible and are fully reflective for the chemical 

diffusion. When NH^Cl solidifies at the rates observed in this study, significant 

amounts of H2O are not expected to be incorporated into the NH4CI lattice. 

As a result of these considerations, the temperature is assumed to be constant 

and the system is modelled on a 2D grid, keeping track of the solution concentration® 

C, as well as the phase. The amount of each species {NH4CI and H2O) is strictly 

conserved, and diffusion is not allowed to take place through the solid or across the 

boundaries. When a pixel of NH4CI does solidify, the H2O formerly contained in this 

volume is rejected into any neighboring liquid. As an initial condition, the system 

is taken to begin with a uniform concentration Co of H2O less than the liquidus 

concentration Ci. A measure of the driving force to solidify for the system as a whole 

®It should be noted that considering the diffiision through solid and liquid to be uniform allows 
the use of a number of fast and time-tested computational methods for the diffusion step of the 
thermal model. 

®This was measured in volume%H20 so that the generated graphics accurately represented the 
respective volumes of liquid and solid. 
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is the supersaturation TT = • 

In the experimental system, solidification occurs predominantly off already exist

ing solid (i.e. very little spontaneous nucleation occurs within the liquid). Accord

ingly, the simulations are seeded initially with solid, and any growth which follows 

occurs only at the existing solid-liquid interface. The local solute concentration, below 

which growth can occur at this interface, is dictated by the Gibbs-Thompson effect 

(Eq. 3.3), which requires higher supersaturations for the growth of more highly curved 

interfaces. As a result, one expects finer, more quickly growing dendritic structures 

at higher supersaturations. Looking at Figs. 2.5 through 2.8, an overview of the ex

perimentally observed microstructures can be obtained. The morphologies observed 

over the entire range of experimentally accessible supersaturations are qualitatively 

very well reproduced by the simulations. One of the unexpected observations in the 

experiments was a transition from smooth, uniformly solid dendrites to much faster 

growing dendrites of a rough appearance, with a seeming herringbone structure. This 

herringbone structure and corresponding jump in velocity is actually exhibited by the 

simulations. 

A number of other features (not included in the other CA models) were added to 

this model to explore different physical effects. These features included: 

• an approximation to the fiuid flow due to shrinkage 

• consideration of interface kinetics 

• solute trapping and diffusion through the solid 

• anisotropy in the surface tension 

When turned on, these features do not qualitatively change the simulated patterns 

of "fast" dendritic growth, which is the growth of primary interest. Any detailed study 

of the quantitative effects of these special features was not pursued, due to the lack 
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of quantitative agreement with the experiment, which will be discussed further in 

section 3.3. 

3.2 The Cellular Automata Algorithm 

3.2.1 The Model 

As has already been mentioned, the model is basically one of cellular automata, 

which keeps track of the phase (i.e. either solid or liquid) and of the solute content 

(yoluTne%H20) of each pixel. Thus, the computer is continually keeping track of 

and updating two 2D arrays. The phase array d can take on values of either 1 or 

0 at each (x,y) position. These correspond respectively to a solid or liquid pixeF. 

The concentration array takes on real values (0.0 - 1.0) corresponding to the solute 

content of a given pixel. The solid pixels will have a solute concentration of 0.0, in 

keeping with the assumption of a partition coefficient of zero. This can be changed to 

non-zero values depending on the phase diagram of the system being studied. This 

would then result in a small amount of diffusion of solute through the solid, as well 

as between the solid and the liquid. This feature was not required in this study. 

The cellular automata approach is fundamentally uncomplicated. It is simply 

a procedure for each pixel to follow in order to obtain the desired cooperative re

sults over the entire array. The ingredients of the procedure should therefore be the 

most important microscopic mechanisms. As stated above, the two main governing 

mechanisms are solute rejection upon solidification, and solute-conservative diffusion, 

which does not allow solute to pass into or through diffusional barriers®. A simplified 

overview of the algorithm is as follows: 

• (1) identify the liquid pixels on the solid-liquid interface. Once identified, 

''This is the opposite of the usueil phase-field convention. 
®For this system, the solid serves as a complete diffusional barrier. 
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For Each Interface Pixel 

NEXT PIXEL 

NO YES 

REPEAT 

calculate local curvature 

Identify the interface 

Solidify this pixel, raising its temperature 
by an amount commensurate with a release of 
the latent heat of fusion. 

Is the local temperature low enough for the 
pixel to solidify after taking the local 
curvature of the interface into account? 

Diffuse the heat through the entire 
system, diffusing equally well in both 
the liquid and solid phases.(Heat can 
diffuse through the system boundary 
which is kept at a constant temperature.) 

FIGURE 3.1. A flow chart describing the algorithm of the thermal model described 
in the text. 
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For Each. Interface Pixel 

NEXT PIXEL 

NO YES 

REPEAT 

Tag" the pixel. 

Calculate the local cuzrvature. 

Identify the interface 

Is the local solute concentration 
low enough for the pixel to solidify 
after taking the local curvature of 
the interface into account? 

Diffuse the solute through the entire 
system, diffusing well in the licjuid 
phase, and poorly in the solid phase. 
(Solute can not diffuse through the 
system boundairy. ) 

simultaneously, taking the salt they 
need from their liquid nearest neighbors 
and giving these same neighbors all of 
the rejected solute. (If there are no 
liquid nearest neighbors, to which the 
solute can be rejected, then the pixel 
in question will not solidify). 

FIGURE 3.2. A flow chart describing the algorithm, in which all the pixels which 
are solidifying do so simultaneously. Commensurate with this, is the simultaneous 
rejection of water from the newly solidified pixels. 
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For Each Interface Pixel 

NEXT PIXEL 

NO YES 

REPEAT 

Identify the interface 

calculate local curvature 

Is the local solute concentration 
low enough for the pixel to solidify-
after taking the local curvature of 
the interface into account? 

Diffuse the solute through the entire 
system, diffusing well in the liquid 
phase, and poorly in the solid phase. 
(Solute can not diffuse through the 
system boundary. ) 

Solidify this pixel, taking the salt 
it needs from its liquid nearest 
neighbors, while rejecting all of its 
solute to these same neighbors.(If 
there are no nearest neighbors,to 
which the solute can be rejected,then 
the pixel in question will not solidify.) 

FIGURE 3.3. A flow chart describing the algorithm, in which pixels solidify and reject 
solute individually, resulting in more of a competition for growth. 
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• (2) each pixel must evaluate, based on its solute concentration, whether or 

not it should solidify. The actual solidification can either occur individually 

(immediately after a pixel is positively evaluated® (Fig. 3.2)), or it can take 

place as a group (after all the interface pixels have been evaluated (Fig. 3.3)). 

If a pixel does not solidify, then its decision-making is ended until the next time 

it is identified as being a liquid pixel on the solid-liquid interface. If, however, 

it should solidify, it continues to follow its script. Upon solidifying, 

• (3) the pixel must reject all of its solute. This solute is distributed among the 

immediately neighboring liquid pixels^" (no solute is deposited into neighboring 

solid pixels for the NH4CI-H2O system). One of the variable parameters of the 

program is the extent to which this solute rejection will be skewed from the 

"forward" direction. This was an attempt to allow for fluid flow at the growing 

interface. 

Once every interface pixel has gone through this process of potential solidifi

cation, it means that the entire solid-liquid interface has been identified and 

propagated by one timestep, and the solute has been rejected to the immediate 

vicinity of the interface. If at this point, growth is halted in order to impose 

a diffusion step, the interface growth will be artificially delayed, resulting in 

a situation strongly resembling the kinetically limited growth discussed in sec

tion 1.3. To obtain truly diffusionally limited growth, the growth/rejection step 

should be allowed to repeat until no more growth occurs (i.e. until all of the 

available excess salt has been solidified out of the interfacial liquid). At this 

point, 

®This was an attempt to approximate diflFerent types of attachment at the interface. For the 
instances, in which the order of pixel solidification affected the growth, a completely random order 
was used. 

^°If there are no neighboring liquid pixels, in which to reject the H^O from the solidifying pixel, 
then solidification is aborted. 
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• (4) HiflFiisinn is implemented to draw more salt to the interface. The maximum 

number of times the interface propagation step was allowed to occur between 

each diffusion step was referred to as the "kinetic limit" and was varied to 

explore the effect of interface kinetics. When this "kinetic limit" was set to high 

enough values, such that it did not limit the number of growth steps occuring, 

the growth was completely diffiisionally limited. Upon completing this interface 

propagation step, the diffusion algorithm can be iterated any number of times 

before the solid-liquid interface is again identified and propagated, once again 

rejecting solute to be dissipated by the diffusion algorithm. 

3.2.2 Diffusion 

Two solute-conserving diffusion algorithms, based quite simply on Pick's law, were 

developed and investigated. Both prohibited diffusion into or through solid pixels, as 

well as across the system boundary. 

The more straightforward of the two diffusion algorithms was a modification of a 

simple central differencing of the diffusion equation 

•s-'S 
Using the notation of Fig. 3.4, this takes the form 

Cnew — Coldi)- ~ 4A) 4- A(C2 + C4 -f- Cg "H C%) (3-2) 

where (A = Dr/e^Y^, D is the diffusivity of Eq. 3.1 (^), T is the size of a timestep 

(sec), and , and e is the distance between gridpoints (cm). These quantities are 

further explored in section 3.3. In order to perform this numerical operation, two 

grids are required, one grid for the Cnew and one grid for the Coid- Given values for 

the Coidi then using the above discretization, the values of Cnem can be calculated. 

11 To avoid numerical oscillations 2ind instability requires A < 0.25. 
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This discretization simplifies to the concentration of a given pixel changing at every 

timestep to a weighted average over its own concentration and the concentration of 

its neighboring pixels. This is shown schematically in Fig. 3.4 and is written more 

Co new = ( 1 ~ 49." 41d ) Co old + 

a(C1+C3+C5+C7) + 
b(C2+C4+C6+C8) 

Cl C2 C3 

C8 Co C4 

Cl C6 C5 

( l ~ 3 a . ~ 2 } D )  C o  o l d  +  

a (C i+C5+C7) + 
k )  ( C s + C s )  

FIGURE 3.4. A discretization of the diffusion operator can be written as a weighted 
average of a pixel with its nearest neighbors. These weightings change if any of the 
nearest neighbors are solid. 

generally than in the above discretization, in that all eight nearest neighbors are taken 

into account instead of just four^^. When the pixels are all considered to be diffusively 

equivalent Fig. 3.4a, then the weighting of the neighbors will be a symmetric one. 

However, when certain pixels have a diffusivity of zero (i.e. are solid) (the shaded 

pixels of Fig. 3.4b), the weightings are modified according to the arrangement of the 

solid and liquid neighbors of the pixel in question. 

The less straighforward algorithm was termed the "turbulent" diffusion algorithm. 

Its benefits are the necessity of only one array and much more straightforward par-

allellization. It was developed for memory intensive computations, which was not an 

issue in this study. It's implementation did give better agreement between the simu-

^^Doing this can yield more isotropic diffusion from the discretization. 

b) 
Co new — 
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lated and experimental "fast" microstnictures. This was most likely due to the larger 

error (first order instead of second order) that this diffusion algorithm has, which 

results in more numerical noise^^. Both of the diffusion schemes were consistent with 

Eq. 3.1 in the absence of solid, and both schemes converged in the absence as well as 

in the presence of soUd pixels in the system^''. This very strongly suggests that the 

diffusion is being accurately modelled. 

The main idea behind the "turbulent" scheme is that the grid is broken up into 9 

parts. This is shown in Fig. 3.5, where all of the "1" pixels make up a sublattice, as 

do all of the "2" pixels, etc. resulting in a total of 9 sublattices. Any two constituents 

of a given one of these 9 sublattices (i.e. any two like-numbered pixels) do not share 

nearest neighbors. As a result (choosing the example of the "2" sublattice), the 

solute transfer can be calculated between each "2" (Fig. 3.5b) pixel and its nearest 

neighbors over the entire grid without the use of a second grid (in contrast to the 

"straightforward" scheme, for which two grids were necessary). This same calculation 

is then performed for the "3" sublattice (Fig. 3.5c), in turn, cycling through all of 

the sublattices. Three of these smaller sublattice calculations correspond to one 

of the iterations of the "straightforward" scheme, making the "turbulent" scheme 

more computationally efficient when taking small steps in diffusion. Cycling through 

the sublattices (1 through 9) effects a rather patchy diffusion which may indeed be 

more appropriate for diffusion in the presence of strong vortical flows. However, 

the end effect could most likely be reproduced with the addition of noise into the 

"straightforward" diffusion algorithm. 

Adjusting the magnitude of each diffusion step and the number thereof occuring 

section 2.2.5, it was suggested that the strong vorticcd flows at the tips of the experimentally 
observed "fast" dendrites may serve to effectively modify the diffusivity at the tips. If it were in fact 
an "effective diffusivity" dictated by a strong vortical flow, then one might indeed expect a stronger 
component of noise in the system. 

^''There is no general equation, against which one c£m check the consistency of the schemes in 
the presence of solid. However, since the algorithms are basically a Green's function technique, it is 
expected that they cire converging to the "correct" solution. 
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FIGURE 3.5. The "turbulent" scheme breaks the grid up into 9 subgrids. The 
diffusion steps of Fig. 3.4 are then performed on each subgrid. No two elements of 
a given subgrid share neighbors (e.g. no two pixels labeled with a "2" in the figure 
share nearest neighbors). 
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between each interface propagation step corresponds to adjusting the "effective A", 

which can have arbitrarily large values^®. A large number of big diffusion steps 

between each interface propagation step corresponds to a large effective A. Similarly, 

a small number of diffusion steps for each growth step, results in a small effective A 

(to be discussed further in section 3.3). 

3.2.3 Curvature 

Up until this point, the two most important processes have been discussed, those 

of solute rejection ajid diffusion, as well as the less central features of fluid flow 

and interface kinetics. The only aspect of the model yet to be described is how a 

liquid pixel on the solid-liquid interface decides whether or not it should solidify. It 

is at this point that surface tension, interface curvature, and crystalline anisotropy 

considerations come into play. 

To approximate the local interface curvature seen by an interfacial liquid pixel, 

only its solid (0 = 1) immediate first and second nearest neighbor pixels are taken 

into account. The equation used to determine the interfacial equilibrium solute con

centration, below which solidification will occur, is the Gibbs-Thompson equation 

Ceq = Cl — 7K (3.3) 

where Ci is the equilibrium concentration at a flat interface, 7 is the surface tension, 

K is the curvature, and Ceq is the calculated equilibrium concentration for the curved 

interface. The equation used by the computer for a given pixel is 

Ceq ==Ci- -liflat - Y. (0fcefc)) (3.4) 

A:e2"''nn 

^®For each individual iteration of the diflFusion algorithm, A < .25, but several such steps in 
sequence yield a larger effective A. 
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where now K has been represented by the relationship 

{flat - ^ (0jfcefc)) (3.5) 
kei'^nn, 
A:62"''nn 

The summation index k is over the first and second nearest neighbors of the pixel 

in question, is their phase value (1 for solid, 0 for liquid), ejt is a weighting value 

shown in Fig. 3.6^®, and flat is the approximate value taken on by the summation 

for a flat (i.e. k = 0) interface. The value of flat is taken to equal one half of the sum 

over the entire "weighting factor map" This "weighting factor map", or template, 

is the same for each pixel and when applied as in Eq. 3.4, can take into account both 

the features of curvature and crystalline anisotropy. It should be remembered that 

this is an arbitrarily chosen map, and simply serves to select preferred dendrite and 

planar growth directions, while locally approximating a curvature calculation. 

To demonstrate how curvature is approximated, two examples will be calculated 

emplojdng the weighting factor map used by Goldenfeld et al. [42] (Fig. 3.6a), for 

which flat takes on a value of 20. One example is that of a liquid pixel on a flat 

interface, and the other example is of a liquid pixel at the tip of a growing (1 pixel 

wide) dendrite. The calculated curvature at the tip of the dendrite is expected to be 

much higher than that at the flat interface. In Figures 3.6b and c, the solid pixels 

(0=1) have been darkened. Multiplying these values of 0 by the weighting factor 

map (Fig. 3.6a) yields Figures 3.6d and e (where values of zero have been omitted). 

Summing these values ((pk^k) and employing Eq. 3.5 yields a curvature k = 20—17 = 3 

at the flat interface and «: = 20 — 3 = 17at the tip of the dendrite. The actual values 

have no meaning until multipUed by the surface tension 7, but it can be seen that 

they are in qualitative agreement with the expected outcome. 

To see how this method can actually result in growth anisotropy, different weight

ing factor maps can be selected. 

^®The "smiley face" signifies the liquid pixel under consideration. 
^^This actually corresponds to /c = 0 for a "kink site" (section 1.3) on a flat interface. 
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= 20-3 

= 17 

FIGURE 3.6. Two sample calculations of curvature, using an isotropic weighting 
factor map (a). The calculations are for a (11) face (b) and (d), and a (10) dendrite 
(c) and (e). 
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FIGURE 3.7. Curvature calculations using map 1 (the geometries are described in 
the text). 
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The anisotropy of the selected weighting factor maps should respect the crystalline 

symmetry of the material being simulated, which in this case is four-fold. The two 

example maps are shown in Figures 3.7a and 3.8a. Selecting first map 1, growth at 

flat (11) and (10) interfaces will be considered. For both of these directions, growth 

at a kink site is equally favorable (Cgg = Ci since K = 0). However, the concentration 

required to nucleate kink sites on these interfaces is different. The calculations for 

this are shown in Figures 3.7b-e ajid 3.8b-e, which depict the sums over 0^6^ (as in 

Fig. 3.6). As can be seen, nucleation on a (10) requires C^q = Ci — whereas for 

the (11) surface, Ceq = C[ — 67. This results in nucleation on the (10) surface being 

easier, and hence, these faces will grow more quickly. As discussed in section 1.3, 

such a situation will result (for small supersaturations) in (11) equilibrium faces (Fig. 

3.9a), and (10) dendrites for slightly greater supersaturations (Fig. 3.10a). Repeating 

these calculations for map 2, the roles of the (11) and (10) faces are reversed, and 

in this case (10) equilibrium faces are observed, with slow (11) dendrites forming at 

slightly greater supersaturations (Fig. 3.9b and Fig. 3.10b)^®. 

At large supersaturations, where dendrites of 1 pixel width become possible, these 

calculations can be repeated (Fig. 3.8d, e and Fig. 3.7d, e) for dendrites of this 

width in both the (11) and (10) directions. For map 1, the thin (11) dendrites are 

preferred, and for map 2, the (10) dendrites are preferred. As a result, a crossover 

in the preferred direction is expected with increasing supersaturation, as the growth 

changes from slow, fat dendrites to thin, fast dendrites^®. If using the first weighting 

factor map, this crossover occurs from the (10) direction for the "slow" dendrites 

to the (11) direction for the "fast" dendrites, which is the same as the crossover 

observed in the experiments. This similarity should not be taken too seriously, as the 

^®In general, the seed configurations were round and of 3-pixeI radius. The shape and size of 
the seed did not dictate the observed structures, although, of course, different seeds would result in 
slightly different outcomes. 

^®In actuality, there is an inherent grid anisotropy which tends to prefer the (11) direction for the 
dendrites of 1 pixel width, regardless of the weighting factor map. Since this was not the emphasis 
of this study, the natural anisotropy w^as not detailedly investigated. 
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FIGURE 3.8. Curvature calculations using map 2 (the geometries are described in 
the text). 
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a) b) 

FIGURE 3.9. Time series showing that, at low supersaturation, map 1 results in (11) 
equilibrium faces, whereas map 2 results in (10) equilibrium faces. 
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FIGURE 3.10. Time series showing that, at slightly higher supersaturation, map 1 
results in (10) dendrites, and map 2 results in (11) dendrites. 
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underlying mechanisms for the crossovers are different, but it was truly pleasing to 

see the simulation behave so like the experiment. 

The template methods described above are admittedly crude, but do supply a 

qualitative approximation to interfacial curvature. A good critique of such methods 

has been given by Bullard et al. [9]. 

3.2.4 Additional Considerations 

Once the curvature has been calculated, Eq.3.4 is used to calculate the local equilib

rium concentration of solute. If the current pixel's solute (i.e. H2O) concentration 

is below equilibrium, then the pixel solidifies (resulting in solute rejection). Any 

noise purposely added^° to the system is added to this calculation of the equilibrium 

concentration. In this way, noise can be added while still conserving the chemical 

species. 

If single pixel features are to be avoided, such a stipulation can be added by 

considering only interface pixels with 3 solid nearest neighbors as candidates for 

solidification. This type of condition is used by Brown et al. [8]. Incorporating 

this condition does eliminate single-pixel features, but makes the template method 

an even worse approximation. In order to rectify this, a larger template has to be 

used. This process, in effect, redefines the limiting resolution to be 3 pixels in size, 

and results in diffusion occuring on a finer scale than growth. 

The final consideration should be that of coarsening. Coarsening occurs as the 

structure seeks equilibrium. It results in finer features going back into solution while 

coarser features grow. This is very important after growth has taken place, but does 

not play a strong role in the initial formation of the structure. Since it does not add 

much to the desired qualitative insight, this effect is neglected. 

^"Noise is added into computational models in order to approximate the noise, which is always 
present in experimental systems. Claims have, in fact, been made that a certain amount of noise is 
required in order to obtain sidebranching [51]. 
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3.3 Discussion 

The CA model was developed as a tool to give a qualitative picture of the diffusive 

behaviour governing the growth. The main intent was to be able to quickly generate 

the different experimentally observed morphologies. The real run times sought were 

less than a minute on a workstation using a 100 x 100 grid. This was easily achieved 

by the described algorithm. This should be contrasted with other approaches, such 

as phase-field methods (section 1.2) which require, for typical runs, several hours on 

a supercomputer. 

The time and length scales of the system are set by the effective A (Eq. 3.2) (which 

will be considered to equal Dr/e^). In the experiments, the diffusivity was fixed at 

~ 10~®^. As a result, an effective A = 10 can correspond to any commensurate set of 

scales (e.g. 1 pixel = 10~^cm = lO^m and 1 step = 1 sec; or 1 pixel = \Q~^cm = l/xm 

and 1 step = 0.01 sec; etc), similarly a small effective A = .001 corresponds to 

larger lengthscales and/or shorter timescales (e.g. 1 pixel = 0.1cm = lOOO^m and 

1 step = Isec; or 1 pixel = .001cm = lOfim and 1 step = lO'^sec; etc)^^. To actually 

fix the scale of the computational system, an extra parameter is required. This is the 

size of the surface energy (section 1.3) compared to the supersaturation. 

As has been emphasized in chapter 2, the transition supersaturation irth separating 

the different types of growth depends strongly on temperature (Fig. 2.4). As a result 

of this, the isothermal simulations clearly can not agree quantitatively with the data 

at all of the different temperatures (i.e. any one computed transition supersaturation 

would be, at most, good for one temperature). In fact, with this reasoning, since 

the computed values of nth are higher than those observed in the experiments, one 

can presumably find quantitative agreement with experiments at higher temperatures 

(at which nth becomes increasingly larger). In addition to this inherent inability to 

match all of the experimental data by using an isothermal model, there are two 

Playing with these scalings allows one to explore the similarities of systems with vastly different 
scales. 
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mimerical factors which contribute to the lack of quajititative agreement with the 

experiments. One is a natural grid anisotropy resulting in preferred growth directions 

of (11) directions for the features of 1-pixel resolution. The other is that the rejection 

of solute contributes to the diffusivity at the interface, since upon rejection, the solute 

instantaneously advances across one pixel. This contribution to the diffusivity can 

be decreased by using more grid points, and longer runs, which, however, makes the 

simulations far less useful as an explorative tool. 
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FIGURE 3.11. The dendritic growth velocity exhibited in the simulations, as a func
tion of supersaturation. The graph follows the same trend as that followed in Fig. 
3.12. 

The numerical supersaturations used (tt « .3), were higher than those of the ex-

Recall that the units of tt are those used by Kahlweit ) and not those used in this study 
( s e c t i o n  2 . 2 . 7 .  
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FIGURE 3.12. The dendritic growth velocity as a function of supersaturation in the 
NH4CI — H2O system, at 25°C, as reported in [11]^^. This graph has been included 
for comparison to the simulated velocities in Fig. 3.11. 
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periments^"^ and the scale of the simulations could then be selected with accordingly 

high surface energies. Despite the lack of quantitative agreement with the experi

ments, the model did result in giving very useful insight into the experimental system, 

exhibiting all of the same trends and morphologies observed in the experiments. The 

approximation to fluid flow and the "turbulent" (sec. 3.2) diffusion algorithm were 

not implemented together with the feature of an arbitrarily high "kinetic limit", and 

as a result, their tandem effects were not explored. However, exploration of all of 

the available combinations of features very clearly showed that the experimental 

structures are dictated predominantly by the diffusion of solute. This is 

so even for the structures growing in the "fast" dendritic regime where the experi

mental fluid flow seems to be greatly enhanced. The fluid flow apparently affects the 

actual dynamics of the tips of the growing dendrites (e.g. their positions with respect 

to each other when growing in arrays, their speeds, etc.), and potentially serves to 

modify the effective diffusivity at the tip, but the final overall pattern is clearly a 

result of predominantly diffusive considerations. The best structural agreement with 

the "fast" growth was obtained using the "turbulent" diffusion algorithm and the 

individual solidification algorithm (Fig. 3.3) (as opposed to the group solidification 

algorithm (Fig. 3.2)). Some of the generated structures are pictured in Fig. 3.13 

and Fig. 3.14. It can be seen that they compare well with the images of section 2.2, 

even capturing some features, which are typically attributed to the three dimensional 

nature of the chamber. One can thus see that the structures selected in the system 

are chosen, based strongly on how diffusion takes place in the plane, even when there 

is clearly a 3D aspect to the growth (as in the honeycomb structures in Fig. 2.11). 

For laxge supersaturations, morphologies were obtained (Fig. 3.15), which strongly 

resembled those reported in rapid solidification experiments [61] (Fig. 3.16). At these 

large supersaturations, a clear dendritic structure is observed (Figs. 3.15a and 3.16a) 

which becomes increasingly mottled as the supersaturation is increased (Figs. 3.15b 

^••Froin Fig. 2.4, it seems that these supersatiirations correspond to a system at ~ 50 - 60°C. 



FIGURE 3.13. Patterns generated as a series in increasing supersaturation. (Super-
saturation is greater going up and to the left.) 
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FIGURE 3.14. More representative patterns. 



and 3.16b). 
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FIGURE 3.15. Simulation results at high supersaturation, resembling the experimen
tal images of Schleip et al. [61] (Fig. 3.16). 

Another encouraging product of the simulations was the demonstration of the 

transition from "slow" growth to "fast" growth taking the form of den

drites with a herringbone substructure (Fig. 3.17). In general, these herring

bone features were at the one-pixel level, and the growth was no longer diffusionally 

limited (the solute which generally served to limit the growth was now effectively 

contained within the herringbone structure). As a result, the growth velocity was 

limited only by the "kinetic limit", and would therefore change upon changing this 

input parameter. In light of this, great meaning was not attached to the precise 

velocities of the herringbone structures of 1 pixel width. However, a plot of velocity 
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FIGURE 3.16. Experimental images of Schleip et al. [61]. 

was made as a function of supersaturation when the 3-pixel rule was enforced (Fig. 

3.11). Throughout these runs (given a high value for the "kinetic limit") the growth 

remained diffusion-limited. The graph is qualitatively very similar to the results pub

lished by Kahlweit[ll| and Reimer[55], which are reproduced in Fig. 3.12. It should 

be recalled that Kahlweit used a different convention to calculate TT than that used 

in this study. 

As is the case with the herringbone structure, it was seen that the macroscopic 

dendritic patterns also serve to contain/ retain rejected solute. The more effectively 

the rejected solute is contained by the dendritic pattern, the lower the solute content is 

ahead of it. The resulting higher supersaturation allows for faster dendrites of higher 

curvature and greater velocity which, in turn, allows for more tightly spaced patterns 

(in keeping with the now smaller diffusion length D/v). The simulations clearly show 

that the patterns and morphologies (as in Figs. 3.14 and 3.13) are strongly selected 

for their ability to entrain solute. With greater supersaturations, finer structures 
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a) b) 

FIGURE 3.17. Simulations exhibiting a herringbone structure, predominantly at the 
tips of the dendrites. Coarsening has not been included in the algorithm. As with the 
experiments (section 2.2.3), the herringbone structure is less apparent in still frames 
than it is when watching the growth in progress. In the still frames, the periodic 
growth of the plates can unfortunately not be seen because the spaces between them 
become filled in. There is, however, a great similarity between this simulated growth 
and the growth of "fast" dendrites. 



a) b) c) 

FIGURE 3.18. Some representative "3-pixel rule" dendrites, whose velocities 
measured to obtain Fig. 3.11. 
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are allowed, which have more morphologicai options open to them than do broad 

structures. The structures which best entrain solute will grow most quickly, and will 

therefore engulf more of the system (they will also coarsen most quickly after having 

grown). This was actually the underlying theme dictating the selected microstructures 

observed in axiy of the four regions (sec. 2.2)^^. The discussion of these considerations 

is continued in the following chapter for arrays of growing dendrites. 

^®Even at very high supersaturations, for the case of an imposed partition coefficient of zero, this 
trend was followed. In the most extreme cases, the growing solid would incorporate solute at the 
single-pixel level, resulting in a state of absolute stability, which seemed to be the attempt on the 
part of the system to emulate solute trapping. 
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Chapter 4 

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

In the experiments and simulations of chapters 2 and 3, the speed of growth of the 

evolving solid was slower when there was a lower concentration of rejected solute 

aiiead of it. In other words, the structures or morphologies, best able to entrain 

solute, grew most quickly. This reasoning held for the herringbone structure, the 

dendritic patterns, and even to a limit of absolute stability (section 1.3) for very high 

supersaturations. Applying this idea to arrays of growing dendrites, a pair of coupled 

PDE's is developed to describe the envelope containing the evolving pattern. The 

main motivation of this development comes from the observation in the simulations 

that the growing dendritic patterns which are more "closed off" serve better to contain 

the rejected solute. This reduces the solute "blanket" ahead of the growing pattern 

allowing it a greater growth velocity than a pattern (given all of the same system 

parameters) with a more "open" structure. The faster growing patterns have a smaller 

diflfusion length, which allows the individual dendrites to grow more closely to one 

another. This results in a denser morphology (i.e. more solid). With more solid 

having formed, there is less salt in solution, resulting in a lower saturation of the 

interdendritic fluid. This lower saturation coupled with the higher curvatures of the 

solid results in much faster coarsening. Since the PDE's are being developed to study 

the envelope of the growing array, where the solid is first forming, this coarsening is 

again neglected. Any kind of fluid flow is also neglected. Considering the strong role 

it was seen to play in the relative positions of "fast" dendrites growing in an array, 

the PDE's of this chapter are not expected to yield the correct front shape when fluid 

flow plays a strong role (especially given a 2D geometry, as in the experiments, which 

could lead to vortices). 
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This system of two PDE's has been developed to model the interface between 

a growing array of dendritic needles and the undercooled binary melt into which 

they are growing. The growth is assimied to be dictated by the diSiision of rejected 

impurity, in which the diffusion through the dendritic array differs from the diffusion 

through the liquid ahead of the dendritic array. The evolution of heat, as well as 

any macroscopic flow field in the liquid, are neglected. The equations are primarily 

for numerical simulation, but can be combined to give a single, more analytically 

attractive equation exhibiting behaviour similar to that of a rapidly solidifying front. 

Although the presented equations are nonconservative in the chosen variables, the 

total amounts of both salt and water (or A and B) are indeed conserved. 

4.1 Physical Motivation 

Solidification can occur under many different conditions. The experimental situa

tion being considered here is an undercooled two component liquid with a simple 

binary eutectic phase diagram (Fig. 1.1) where the system can be held at constant 

temperature To as solidification proceeds. To simplify the notation, NH^Cl will be 

referred to as A, and H2O will be referred to as B in the remainder of this chapter 

(Fig. 4.1). The system's initial concentration of B (impurity) is Co- When solid 

forms, it consists entirely of A, requiring that all of the B is rejected into the liquid. 

This raises the concentration of B in the liquid above Co- Additionally, although it 

is initially thermodynamically favorable throughout the entire system for solid A to 

precipitate from the liquid (rejecting B into solution as it grows), the initial solid 

must be nucleated. Further growth then takes place off the prexistent solid. These 

conditions were all very nearly satisfied in the experimental system studied in chapter 

2, and were strictly enforced in the cellular automata model of chapter 3 resulting 

in extremely good qualitative agreement with the experiments. The experiment was 

constructed to be as two-dimensional as possible to facilitate the rapid extraction of 
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T 

solid B 
in liquid 

solid A . Co 
in liquid ^ C (volume %) B 

FIGURE 4.1. The generalized phase diagram, to which will be referred in this chapter. 
A can be thought of as representing NH^Cl and B can be thought of as representing 

any generated heat. Insights from these 2D systems have led to the PDE's described 

here, and the following derivation will thus also be in 2D, although it can easily be 

treated in ID or in 3D. In the latter case, one needs to consider the temperature field 

and potentially any gravity-driven convection in the melt [52, 13]. 

Before beginning the PDE derivation, it is a good idea to have a picture of the 

dynamics. When the solid is growing, there appears to be a moving envelope, behind 

which there is an array of dendrites, and ahead of which is liquid (Figures 2.13a and 

2.7c). It is important to realize that the impurity B can diflFuse through the liquid 

parts but not through the solid parts (or at best, only very slowly through the solid). 

The solid therefore acts as a diffusional barrier to the impurity. In fact, the struc

ture/morphology of the growing array of dendrites, in the absence of significant fluid 

flow, is expected to dictate the speed and shape of this envelope. Within the dendritic 

array itself, there are two distinct states of matter: the actual dendrites made up of 

solid A; and the liquid portion in between these dendrites. Since the impurity B is 

rejected from the solid into the liquid portion, one expects this interdendritic liquid 

to be higher in concentration of the impurity B than the original liquid before any 

H2O. 
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solidification began. In fact, the cellular automata model of chapter 3 shows that 

the higher the concentration of impurity B in this interdendritic liquid, the faster the 

structure propagates into the unsolidified liquid. This means that the more effectively 

the needle structure can entrain/contain the impurity B, the less this impurity is able 

to escape the solid network and get ahead of the interface. With a lower concentra

tion of B ahead of the front, the driving force for solidification is higher and solid will 

grow more quickly in the form of a denser dendritic network. With this in mind, the 

discussion of the PDE derivation can begin. 

4.2 Derivation and Discussion 

From the above considerations and insights from both experiments and the cellular 

automata model of chapter 3, it can be seen that the two pertinent quantities of 

interest are the concentration of impurity in the liquid C, and how this impurity 

d i f f u s e s ,  w h i c h  w i l l  b e  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  b y  t h e  d i f f u s i v i t y  m a t r i x  D  =  ( ) .  I n  

principle, it is necessary to solve the exact problem resolving each and ever>' dendrite, 

but if only information about the envelope is desired, it seems reasonable to consider 

the more coarse-grained problem of one phase of a given diffusive nature Di (the 

dendritic array) propagating into another phase of a different diffusive nature D2 (the 

pristine liquid). Now this "diffusive nature" or diffusivity matrix D is a reasonably 

straightforward quantity and is dictated by the solid-liquid microstructure. In the 

pure liquid phase, diffusion is isotropic D = Do (0 1) > where Do is the diffusivity of 

the solute B through the liquid and is taken to be independent of the concentration 

of B in the liquid. Now, imagine solid barriers going through the liquid, forming 

channels in the x-direction as in Fig. 4.2. In this case a concentration gradient purely 

in the x-direction (parallel to the channels), would result in diffusion of solute in the 

x-direction, just as in the isotropic case. However, a concentration gradient in the 

y-direction (perpendicular to the channels) would result in no flux (diffusion) since 
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"nT"" Ji =Do(-gradC) A—••ii'.— Ji = 0 

Ji = 0 -gradCj^^^ j, = Q 

- gradC 

5 I = D O (j  : )  

FIGURE 4.2. A schematic diagram indicating how the pattern of a growing den
dritic array might dictate the diffusional matrix. J = D[—gradC). The direction of 
{—grakc) is the direction in which there is a driving force for diffusion and is indi
cated by the arrows. The magnitude of the concentration gradient in this direction 
is {—gradC). 

the solute B can not penetrate/cross the solid A phase. This would therefore result 

in D = Do (0 0) • considering simple rotations of this same structure, as observed 

in other dendritic patterns Fig. 4.3, the resulting diffusion matrix can be Do{o\l o;!) 

(the bottom pattern) or ^o( -6^5 ~o.5 ) (the top pattern), as well as any other rotation 

of -Do ( J 3)) depending on the orientation of the dendrites. Another simple case to 

consider is a dendritic structure which is completely closed off inside. In this case, 

diffusion will not be possible over very long lengthscales, and the tighter the mesh, 

the closer D will approach To study a propagating envelope, it will be 

assumed that the D's of the growing needle networks are given. In other words, the 

problem to solve is: Given two microstructural phases with known macroscopic D's 

(when averaged over a suitably large area), find how the separating envelope evolves 

as one phase consumes the other. It will always be considered that one phase of 

-Di ^ Do(0 1) will be growing into the liquid phase with D2 = DO{QI). 

The idealized underlying assumption, allowing the use of an averaged diffusivity 

Di for the array of needles is that the array is periodic over some lenghtscale Inat-

For figs. 4.2 and 4.3, Inat is the spacing of the dendrites. The averaging should then 

• • 
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bottci 

J I =  0 . 5 * D : ( - G R A ( I C )  

JY =-0.5*Do(-gradC) 

J i =  0 . 5 * D b ( - g r a d C )  

Jt= 0.5*Do{-?^adC) 

Jx=-0.5*a(-5^a^C) 

J t =  0 . 5 * D = ( - g r a d C )  

J x =  0 . 5 * D o ( - g j ^ a d C )  

JY = 0 . 5*Do 

top; 5^=D"(-::: t:) 

• • 

bottom: Di = D o ( ; : :  

FIGURE 4.3. Another schematic diagram indicating how the pattern of a growing 
dendritic array might dictate the diffusional matrix. The purpose of the figure is to 
show that the diflFusion matrix is simply comprised of the coefficients of the component 
diffusion equations, which can be discussed intuitively when considering a given array 
geometry. J = D{—gradC). 
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be taken over a region spanning several times Inat (see the dotted regions in figs. 4.2 

and 4.3). This averaging can be approached most rigorously using homogenization 

techniques [59]. To carry through the derivation of the PDE's, one must first consider 

the three quantities: the volume fraction of A which has solidified; the 

volume fraction of A which is in the liquid; and Vjg the volume fraction of B (which 

is always in liquid since it is rejected from the solid). Any total volume change upon 

solidification is being ignored. There are three conservation statements available. 

Two are global, stating that the total amounts of A and B in the entire system do 

not change 

system 

system 

and one is local, i.e. the total local volume must be filled by these three volume 

fractions 

+ V-B = 1 (4.3) 

yielding 

This local conservation statement (Eq. 4.4), allows one to reduce the required number 

of fields from three (Ki^p VB) to two. These can be chosen to correspond to 

the physically significant quantities of the problem 

VA 
$ = (4.5) 

Js 

VR VR VR VR 

iVB + vCt„,) " (1 - = (1 - /,«.) 
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Here /, is the volume fraction of solid A present in the fully developed dendritic array 

and is equivalent to TT (from Eq. 1.1) for the system before any growth begins. $ 

will be appropriately referred to as the phase field, but the reader should not look for 

any similarity between this derivation and the traditional phase-field models based 

on Ginsburg-Landau energy functional formulations. In the fully developed pattern, 

$ = 1, corresponding to VA.,„i = fs and C = ̂  = In the liquid with no solid 

present at all, $ = 0, corresponding to = 0 and C = VB - Intermediate values 

represent the interface between the two phases. C can be seen to be the concentration 

(in volume fraction) of B in the liquid portion of the system regardless of whether it 

is interdendritic liquid, or liquid far from any solid. This is the physically pertinent 

variable, since it is this concentration which drives both solidification and the diffusion 

of B throughout the liquid. The equation governing this concentration field is 

(4.7) 

The source term comes from straightforward differentiation of Eq. 4.6, 

and couples the equation for ^ to the equation for (Eq. 4.9). In the diffusive 

term VD($)VC, the only discussion required is about the form of D{^). It has 

already been illustrated that D takes on the value of D($ = 0) = Dx = Do{qi) 

in the liquid phase ahead of the interface, and in the fully evolved dendritic pattern 

D($ = 1) = ^2 = (0 < daa < 1; —0.5 < da^ < 0.5;a ^ (3) where the 

daa and d^^ are dictated by the pattern as illustrated in figures 4.2 and 4.3. When 

dxy is treated as differing from dyi, one sees that these quantities only appear as 

{dxy + dyx). This implies that there is no need to treat them as two independent 

quantities and the assertion that dxy = dyx can be made with confidence. To connect 

these known values of D($ = 0) and D($ = 1) across the interface where 0 < $ < 1, 

any number of relations can be invented. Several such relations have been used in 

studying these equations numerically. A linear relation will be presented here because 

the calculations are so straightforward. 
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The linear relation resulting in a D{^) which connects D($ = 0) = £>o(o i) 

6(4 = 1) = !>„(£ J;) is 

With this, Eq. 4.7 can be written in a more expanded form. 

~ ~ }  

^  f s C  

dt 

d t { l -  / , $ )  

or equivalently 

dC fr, ^ ^ d^dC ^ ^d'^C ^ d^dC 
d t ~  ° Y  ^  d x ^  ^  d x  d x  " ^ ^ d y d x  '  ^ dx dy 

+ [1 (1 gy2 + ^yy Qy Qy + '^y^^dxdy ^ 

fsC 
+ 

d t { l -  / , $ )  

To describe the evolution of $ is more difficult. The problem is that of nucleated 

growth where $ can not grow at a certain position in space unless growth has already 

begun either at that position or at a neighboring position. The driving force at 

a given position for this growth is also proportional to how far the concentration 

of impurity is below the equilibrium concentration Ceq{To), below v/hich growth is 

thermodynamically favorable. This results in 

^ = (3{Ce, - C)[l -QiJdxJ dy^/e^)] (4.9) 

C C 

/? is a constant of proportionality, 0(x) = i is the Heaviside step 
10, if (x > 0) 

function, and the integration is taken over a small region of area surrounding 
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the point in question. Again, Eq. 4.9 is simply a statement of the growth of the 

solid being proportional to the driving force, and occuring only when nucleated by 

nearby solid. There should be no confusion with any type of Ginsburg-Landau based 

phase-field model. The integral in Eq. 4.9 is very easy to work with numerically, but 

relatively intractable analytically. Its purpose is to allow growth of new solid to occur 

in supersaturated liquid only if there is old solid already present, off of which the new 

solid can grow. Equations 4.7 and 4.9 then describe the coupled behaviour of both 

the concentration and phase fields. Solving these two equations in tandem leads to 

solving first for the diffusion of C{x, y, t + At) given the fixed array $(x, y, t) and 

t h e n  s o l v i n g  f o r  t h e  g r o w t h  o f  $ ( x ,  y ,  t  +  A t )  g i v e n  t h e  f i x e d  a r r a y  C { x ,  y ,  t  +  A t ) .  

In other words, the first step allows the impurity B to diffuse through a fixed network 

of solid and liquid, and the second step calculates the evolution of the solid/liquid 

network based on the local concentration of impurity. This system behaves quite 

nicely. 

It is presently being investigated if there is any validity in collapsing these two 

equations into a single equation of one variable in the limit of fast solidification. 

Simply plugging Eq. 4.9 into the expanded form of Eq. 4.7, then allowing diffusion 

to take care of nucleation (this is explained after Fig. 4.4), and then using Eq. 4.6 to 

rewrite everything in terms of either C or $ results in the equation 

dt 
l - ( l - d x x )  

+ 2d. xy 

1 (1 ^ y y )  

i i - C o / c ) - \ d ^ c  , , c. 
fs J 5x2 

(1 - C o / C )  d ^ C  C o  d C d C .  
fs dxdy fsC^ dx dy 

{ I - C o / C ) ]  

fs 
^ Co ,ac.2 

+ dyy-rP;^{ — )'' + 
f s C ^ '  d y  

J. + (3^CHCe,-C){l-Q[C-Cnuc]) (4.10) 

or equivalently 
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= I'o|( 

^  d x d y  ^ d x d y ^ ' ^ ^  9 y 2  Q y ^  

(1 - /s$) 
, . ,.,5$,2 r,j ; . d ^ d ^  , ,  ,  _.,9^.2 
(l-4.4)(^) +2rf^«^^ + (l-<is,4)(^) 

Here, Cnuc and ^nuc a^e simply values, above which the field value has to increase 

before growth can take place. In this equation, the phase and concentration fields 

are exactly coupled. Since the role of solute diffusion plays a less significant role at 

greater growth rates, it was initially thought that this equation might describe the 

dynamics of the envelope during quite rapid solidification. However, in the equation, 

diffusion plays a critical role in the nucleation process. To see this more clearly, it is 

helpful to consider these equations in their 1-dimensional forms, for the simplest case 

of the D($ = 1) = -Do(o o) phase propagating into the D($ = 0) = DO{Q1) phase 

yields 

f [1 - i(i - f)] g+)^} -C){1 -e(c -C„.]) 

and 

In a gradient flow context, if looking at the source term in Eq. 4.10, and then con

sidering the "potential function" V(C) from which it can be derived, the influence of 

the Heaviside function can be seen from a different point of view (Fig. 4.4). Without 

the step function, any value of C 7^ 0 will proceed readily to the equilibrium value 
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of Ceq. The step function actually creates an extended region of "neutrality", and it 

then becomes the role of diffusion to drive the state past the nucleation concentration 

C„„c, thus allowing growth to proceed. 

A numerical study and an investigation of additional applications of the equations 

presented here are clearly called for. 
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v(c) 

nuc 

FIGURE 4.4. The source term of the combined equation (Eq. 4.10) can be seen 
to come from a potential function V{C) of the form \C^ — (the dotted line), 
modified by the Heaviside step function as shown in the diagram. There is still a 
minimum at C = Ceq, but the system only flows towards this minimum once the 
local concentration C has been pushed to a value Co < Cnuc < C" < Ceq by diffusion. 
The step function therefore plays the role of a type of nucleation barrier, which must 
be surmounted by diffusion. NOTE: There should be no confusion of this with the 
mention of surface diffusion and nucleation barriers in the Chapter 2 discussion of 
the temperature dependence of TTth-
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Chapter 5 

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 

5.1 Future work 

The work presented in this dissertation clearly suggests a number of directions for 

future research. 

5.1.1 Experiments 

It may be possible to explore the nature of the stagnation of the (100) and (110) den

drites by studying the effect on crystallization of different impurities. Also, temper

atures down to the eutectic temperature should be explored to see if the exponential 

dependence shown in Fig. 2.22 continues. In order to obtain more direct evidence for 

the vortical flow proposed in the experimental section, experiments should be per

formed to actually visualize the fluid flow, while minimally affecting the growth of 

the dendrites. This can be accomplished with the addition to the NH4CI solution of 

very small particles (~ 1 — bfim). The particles should be made of a material which 

hcis little to no effect on the chemical properties of the solution, and they should also 

have a density as close to that of the solution as possible. It seems that PMMA 

(polymethyl methacrylate) is one of the best choices available. To augment such a 

study, further insight can be gained into the hypothesized vortical flow by measuing 

the effect of the chamber depth on both Wth and Vth. There has been no mention of 

a "slow-to-fast" transition in the cited three dimensional NH^Cl — H2O experiments 

[30, 12, 14]. This is most likely due to the geometry (growth took place upwards, 

in the same direction as the convection of the rejected solute), and the diflSculty of 

strongly cooling a truly 3D system. A study, in which the chamber depth is varied, 

would therefore also explore the transition from a predominantly two dimensional 
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system to a more three dimensional system. 

To investigate the structure of the "fast" dendrites, experiments are suggested 

at two levels. By mziking use of extremely short and intense X-Ray pulses, the 

actual crystalline structure at the tips of the "fast" dendrites (before they begin to 

equilibrate) can be probed at a synchrotron radiation facility. Such a study would 

help determine what role solid solution or hydration may play in the "fast" growth. 

At a more macroscopic level, the herringbone structure can be probed using optical 

laser light, since the periodicity of the structure is estimated to be on the order of 

l/xm. 

5.1.2 Computation 

That vortical flow serves to modify the effective chemical diffusivity, is very interest

ing, and calls for a closer investigation of how this may arise. It may be fruitful to 

try and make a connection to existing work on the modifications of diffusion by the 

presence of an array of vortices [19]. In addition to this, there are several immediate 

extensions of both the PDE's and the CA model. The most obvious next step with 

the PDE's is to perform an analytical and numerical investigation of front speeds and 

shapes^. In addition to this, since the dendritic patterns also affect convection (as 

well as diffusion) through the solid array, it might be possible to extend the model to 

incorporate fluid flow into the system. 

To improve on the CA model, a number of modifications can be made. One such 

improvement would be to incorporate the dissolution of solid to allow for ripening, 

and another would be to develop a more accurate method for approximating interface 

curvature. One feature which has still not been fully explored is the extent to which 

the present template method is useful for studying interface kinetics and surface 

tension anisotropy. 

^.A.s mentioned earlier, the results of the study should not be compjured to systems, in which 
vortices play a strong role in the speed £md relative positions of the dendrites. 
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For both the PDE's and the CA model, 3D extensions can be written. In addition 

to this, the CA code could be developed into more of a quantitative tool to generate 

a representative structure, given the true experimental parameters as input. 

5.2 Conclusions 

In this work, the dendritic solidification occuring in the NH^Cl — H2O system has 

been explored experimentally in a 2D geometry. These experiments show an order of 

magnitude jump in the growth speed of the dendrites at a crossover supersaturation 

TTt/i, at which point, ("fast") dendritic growth in the (111) directions becomes sustain

able. At smaller supersaturations, there is also a crossover in the preferred growth 

directions from (100) to (110). This series of crossovers, in conjunction with the 

chamber geometry results in a multitude of interesting growth forms and patterns. It 

appears that the growth of the "fast" (111) dendrites is for some reason inhibited at 

supersaturations smaller than -Kth although their growth rates may very likely exceed 

those of the (100) and (110) dendrites. Furthermore, at supersaturations near and 

exceeding itth-, the growth of the (100) and (110) dendrites is inhibited. This results 

in an overall stagnation of growth at supersaturations near nth- An exponential de

pendence of TTth on — ^ indicates the effect of a thermally activated process (possibly 

surface diffusion) on the barrier to the "fast" dendritic growth. Two mechanisms are 

proposed to contribute to the large jump in speed. One mechanism is that the den

drite body itself grows in the form of a herringbone structure, where the herringbones 

serve as diffusional baffles, effectively entraining solute-rich liquid. The other mech

anism is a vortical fluid flow at the tip of the growing dendrites. This results from 

both gravity-driven convection and shrinkage-induced fluid flow, in conjuction with 

the chamber geometry. Both itth and vth (the velocity of the "fast" needles growing 

at TTth) were measured, and a relationship for their product was found, which depends 

on the system parameters. 
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In addition to the experimental work, a nmnerical investigation was also carried 

through, in which both a cellular automata (CA) model was developed, as well as 

a pair of coupled partial differential equations (PDE's). The CA model proved to 

be a very useful tool for giving insight into the growth of the individual dendrites, 

whereas the PDE's treat a growing pattern of dendrites as a single phase. As a 

result, the main utility of the PDE's is in characterizing the envelope separating 

the growing dendritic pattern from the "pristine" liquid. Both of the models take 

into account predominantly diffusive considerations, and therefore do not accurately 

treat the effect of the vortical flow. Despite this, there is extremely good agreement 

between the experimentally observed patterns and those generated by the CA model. 

This strongly suggests that the patterns behind the moving envelope are selected 

based predominantly on diffusive considerations, and the effective diffusivity is at 

most modified by the presence of the vortical flow. Due, however, to the preferred 

relative positions and increased speeds of the dendrites, resulting from the vortex 

interactions, the speed and shape of the envelope can not be modelled solely on 

diffusive considerations. As a result, it is expected that the PDE's will most accurately 

describe the envelope dynamics in systems, in which vortices and fluid flow do not 

play a strong role. 
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